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MESSAGE FROM THE ISABEL SAFETY TEAM
We love to leave our troubles behind when we enter the concert
hall, but in today’s world, we should always be prepared for natural or
man-made threats.
Please read these valuable tips on how to behave in the event that
you encounter a fire or active threat. Sometimes you will need to
make a fast exit, and other times staying where you already are may
be the safest place.

We acknowledge that the land on which we gather is the traditional
territory of the Anishinaabeg and Haudenosaunee Peoples.
Anishinaabemowin (Ojibway): Gimaakwe Gchi-gkinoomaagegamig
atemagad Naadowe miinwaa Anishinaabe aking. Kanyen’keha
Kanyen’keha (Mohawk): Ne Queen’s University e’tho nońwe
nikanónhsote tsi nońwe ne Haudenasaunee tánon Anishinaabek
tehatihsnónhsahere ne óhontsa.

Every situation is different. It is best to know your options in peaceful
times so that these options are clear in an emergency situation.
We care about you, and want you to participate in solutions that
keep you safe.

FOR THE ENJOYMENT OF ALL PATRONS

1. EXIT—Quickly walk away from the hazard through an exit that
leads you away from danger.

LATECOMERS will be seated at intermission, or at a suitable
break in the program.

Get to know the exits around you, as your best option may not
be the same doors through which you entered the concert hall.
Once you have exited the building, stand clear of the exit
and move away from the building so that others can easily exit.
In an active threat, you also have other options to consider.

HUMAN RIGHTS FILMS

Isabel Human Rights Arts Festival Films

2. HIDE—You can crouch down or find a hiding place if you are
unable to exit.
3. TELL—Once you are safe, call 911 to let them know about the
emergency.

Thank you for working with us to keep you safe and sound!

CELL PHONES: Please ensure that your cell phone and other
electronic devices are turned off before entering the hall. Please
refrain from using flashlights or reading lamps during performances.
FLASH PHOTOGRAPHY and the use of RECORDING DEVICES
of any kind, audio or video, are strictly prohibited.
SHARE THE AIR: In consideration of those with allergies or
sensitivities, please refrain from wearing perfume, cologne,
or other scented products. These can produce serious health
concerns for others including respiratory issues.
We thank all patrons for their cooperation in creating
the best possible experience at our concerts.
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THANK YOU DR. THOMAS HARRIS
The Isabel staff thank
Dr. Thomas Harris for his
boundless contribution to
Queen’s in his role as Provost
and Vice Principal (Academic)
and Vice Principal (Advancement).
For over three decades, Dr. Harris
has been exceptional member
of Queen’s University.
Dr. Harris, in his many roles, has made an immeasurable
difference to the Isabel and to Queen’s as a whole. He is a
person of extraordinary goodwill, humility, kindness, and
optimism who imaginatively looks for and finds solutions to
make big dreams come true. He is always gracious, caring, and
respectful while enabling everyone around him to shoot for
the stars and get there. He wants students, faculty, and staff
to succeed and is always there to help.
Although Dr. Harris is always quick to credit others for
accomplishments while stepping up with honesty and
candor to own things that haven’t gone well, let’s celebrate his
enormous contributions to Queen’s University. Dr. Harris became
Vice-Principal (Advancement) in 2010 and successfully led the
Initiative Campaign, with benefactors contributing $640 million
for a range of university priorities (including the creation of the

MESSAGE FROM THE PROVOST
Isabel Bader Centre for the Performing Arts) — well over the
original target of $500 million. This was followed by his position
as Interim Provost where he has skillfully managed a number
of smooth transitions to set Queen’s up for its next golden
age. It has been an absolute pleasure to work with Dr. Harris,
whose love of music, inquiring mind, and laser-beam strategic
approach have helped to open many doors for the Isabel.
It is always wonderful to share great news with him as his
reaction is pure joy.
Thomas Harris graduated from the university with a Bachelor of
Science in 1975 and returned in 1986 as a faculty member
and Queen’s National Scholar in the Department of Chemical
Engineering. He was department head before serving as Dean
of the Faculty of Engineering and Applied Science from 1996
to 2007. He is also an internationally recognized researcher for
his work in mathematical modelling and applications of statistics
in chemical engineering. He is a fellow of the Chemical Institute
of Canada and Canadian Academy of Engineering and received
the Golden Apple from the Queen’s Engineering Society for
Excellence in Teaching and Learning.
Thomas Harris and his wife Barbara are great music lovers, and
we look forward to welcoming them to the Isabel for many
years to come.

Bravo Dr. Harris from the entire Isabel Team for a job exceptionally done.

I am delighted to welcome you to the
winter / spring portion of the exciting
sixth season at the Isabel Bader Centre
for the Performing Arts.
Tricia Baldwin and her talented team
have planned a rich and diverse
array this season, as they have done
every year. What an extraordinary
series of events will take place in this
spectacular space. Among many
highlights will be the Tafelmusik Baroque Orchestra, Tom Wilson with
the Kingston Symphony, Gaelic Storm, Afro-Cuban band Okan, and
Virtuoso Jazz with the Branford Marsalis Quartet. The Isabel will also
see diverse events in the Isabel Human Rights Arts Festival and a
benefit by some of Kingston’s finest musicians for the RKY
Campership Fund.
I want to take this opportunity to thank Joan Tobin for her generous
gift of the Hamburg Steinway piano, and to thank our patrons
the Baders for supporting the Virtuosi Festival and the Canadian
Cello Competition, developing the next generation of exceptional
musicians.
In the Isabel’s first season, I was Vice-Principal Advancement at
Queen’s. My colleagues and I realized the tremendous potential of this
unique facility, and we knew it would be the venue for performances
of the highest calibre. We were confident it would enhance and
enrich our academic programs as the new home of the departments
of Drama and Music (now the DAN School of Drama and Music)
and Film and Media. We could also imagine its potential to be a

transformational centre for the artistic community in Kingston
and beyond.
We were worried, however, about how many ‘dark nights’ there
might be in this new and splendid facility on the shore of Lake
Ontario. Today, there are so many outstanding performances and
artistic, academic, and community events at the Isabel that the
lights are rarely turned off!
The engagement of our audiences, performers, and benefactors,
and the expansion and scope of the academic programs at the
Isabel, have exceeded our most hopeful expectations. The Isabel
has brought to the community an extraordinary number of worldclass performances in its first six years. In addition, it has supported
traditional and emerging artists and the creation of new works. The
range and depth of the activity at the Isabel reflects the university’s
commitment to diversity, inclusion, and indigeneity. The work of the
artists and the academic community here provides students with
amazing opportunities, enhances the university’s research profile, and
helps us welcome the world and expand our international presence.
When I retire on March 1, I will be succeeded by our new Provost,
Dr. Mark Green. I know he will share my enthusiasm for the Isabel
and my appreciation of the joy and inspiration it brings to Queen’s,
Kingston, and the broader community. The Isabel is just around the
corner from my house, and my wife and I look forward to continuing
to join you at many performances, this season and in the future.

Thomas Harris | INTERIM PROVOST AND VICE-PRINCIPAL (ACADEMIC)

With tremendous gratitude, we dedicate our Winter/Spring performances
to Dr. Harris during his final term at Queen’s University.
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THE ISABEL TEAM

MESSAGE FROM THE MANAGING DIRECTOR
VOLUNTEERS
Thank you to our wonderful volunteers who give so much of their time and
talent to the Isabel. We are very grateful to have you as part of our team.
Karen Alexander
Peter Bedoukian
Joan Carstairs
Agnes Cleary
Beverley Coles
Maria Cordeiro
Marg Corrigan
Isabelle Courtney
Giselle Cross
Susan Cross
Kendra Dehnert
Carolyn Donnelly
Connie Edwards
Linda Wolfram Fraser
Anita Furlan

THE ISABEL STAFF (L TO R): Anna Samulak, Aaron Holmberg, Noah Sullivan,
Tracey Evoy, Daniel Pauley, Kelly Smith, Jeff Thomas, Alyssa De Hoop, Maggie Hunter,
Janelle MacPherson-Kenney, Jesse MacMillan, Tricia Baldwin.

STAFF
Tricia Baldwin, Director
Alyssa de Hoop, Booking and Administrative Coordinator
Tracey Evoy, Financial Assistant
Keara Higgins, Arts Leadership Intern
Aaron Holmberg, Technical Director
Maggie Hunter, Booking and Administrative Coordinator (on leave)
Janelle MacPherson-Kenney, Operations Manager
Jesse MacMillan, Arts Stage Technician
Daniel Pauley, Front of House Manager
Anna Samulak, Senior Development Officer, Arts
Kelly Smith, Box Office Coordinator
Noah Sullivan, Arts Stage Technician
Jeff Thomas, Financial Officer

PRODUCTION STAFF
Sadaf Amini
Carly Altberg
Allen Bergeron
Thomas Draper
David Gazaille
Kristen LeBeouf

Dylan Lodge
Sonja Niedermaier
Natasha Rotondaro
Kunal Sengupta
Maccoy Webb
Andrea Yeardon

Zixuan Gao
Suzanne Geoffrion
Mary Golbourne
Susanna Gordon
Odette Haas
David Raymond Hunt
Gil Jefferies
Susan Jellinck
Shoko Kasuga
Linda Kenney
Sigrid Kohler
Grant LeDrew
Carol Lindenblatt
Beth Mathews
Carol McKay

Des McWilliam
Dave McWilliam
Heathter Morgan
Helen Morgan
Leesa Owram
Susan Rendell
Anne Richards
Judith Ringlet
Ann-Marie Smith
Nancy Tilman
Peter Tilman
Heather Toth
Margaret Wolfram
David Wu

Anita Hojabr
Sarah Howard
Rachael Hunter-Brown
Alexa Irvine
Lucas Cmok Kehoe
Kemi King
Ingrid Lacis
Tiana Lawless
Monica Lawrence
Brendan Lerant
Dylan Lodge
Isabelle Ma
Max Manga
Rachel Manko-Lutz
Jackie McCullough
Julia McDonnell
John McRae

Nazreen Mujib
Ana Neri
Ann O'Brien
Linda Powers
Heather Roberts
Erica Saunders
Kunal Sengupta
Diane Shafer
Lorenzo Sivilotti
Lilac Toh
Evi Tureluren
Ffion Turner-Lawrence
David Vassos
David Wallace
Deborah Walsh
Andrea Wlodarczyk
Rita Young

We welcome you to our winter/spring
season at the Isabel. We have great
news to share.
We are thrilled to announce that Joan
Tobin and the Ballytobin Foundation
are donating a brand-new Hamburg
Steinway piano to the Isabel. With this
Hamburg Steinway, we have a piano
that matches the superb quality of
our artists and concert hall.
We want the Isabel to thrive for many generations to come, and with
this long-term vision in mind, we have launched our planned giving
campaign for those interested in leaving a legacy to the arts. We are
grateful to those who have made a commitment in their estate plans,
knowing that this gift to music will benefit many generations.

FRONT OF HOUSE STAFF
Sadaf Amini
Jenna Augur
Cliff Bark
Shannon Beckstead
Jadelyn Beukeboom
Renée Brazeau
Alison Cartan
Nancy Cervenko
Andrea Cherry
Nathalie Del Bianco
Katherine Dionne
Evan Ferrall
David Gazaille
Marc Gervais
Suzanne Glenn
Jenna Hamelinck
Emily Helferty

ISABEL BADER CENTRE FOR THE PERFORMING ARTS, QUEEN'S UNIVERSITY

390 King Street West, Room 123, Kingston ON K7L 3N6
Box Office: 613.533.2424 / Weekdays, 12:30 to 4:30 PM
Email: IBCPAboxoffice@queensu.ca queensu.ca/theisabel

DEVELOPING OUTSTANDING TALENT AT THE ISABEL
We are thrilled to support the next generation of Canadian cellists with
our Bader and Overton Canadian Cello Competition that takes place
on May 6-7, 2020 (Semi-Finals) and May 9, 2020 (Finals). Many thanks
to the Isabel & Alfred Bader Fund, a Bader Philanthropy, for making this
competition possible alongside the Bader and Overton Virtuosi Festival
where we celebrate the best in the world at all ages and stages.

THE ARTS AND SOCIETY: SOCIALLY ENGAGED ART
Performances and activities at the Isabel are a celebration of our
fullness and strength as such a diverse and creative human race.
We envision a society transformed through the power of the arts.
We believe that the arts are an essential expression of our humanity
and civilization, and an inspiration to all our lives as enhanced and
impassioned citizens of the world. We are actively involved in socially
engaged arts about social justice issues, and this is manifested in
our Isabel Human Rights Arts Festival.

WELCOME
Queen’s University welcomes Dr. Mark
Green as Provost and Vice-Principal
(Academic). He will start his position
on March 1, 2020.
A skilled and respected administrator,
accomplished researcher, admired
teacher, and champion of diversity and
inclusivity, Dr. Green currently holds the
position of Vice Dean at the Faculty of Engineering and Applied
Science at Queen’s. He will begin his five-year term as Provost on
March 1, 2020, succeeding Interim Provost Tom Harris.
Dr. Green has a long history at Queen’s. He completed his Bachelor
of Science in Mathematics and Engineering in 1987 winning the
Governor General’s medal for finishing first in his graduating year.
He received a Commonwealth Scholarship to pursue his doctoral
studies, earning a PhD at the University of Cambridge in 1991.
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The Mush Hole reflects the realities of the Mohawk Institute residential
school experience and offers a way to open dialogue and to heal,
through acknowledgement and honouring the spirit of survivors
and families that were impacted. It is directed by Santee Smith,
from the Kahnyen’kehàka (Mohawk) Nation. Santee is the Artistic
Director of Kaha:wi Dance and the Chancellor of McMaster University.
Also included in the Festival is Tafelmusik’s Safe Haven program,
presenting music which was influenced by the tides of migration
in baroque Europe, and an exploration in music, words, and images
of the influence of refugee populations on the culture of their
adopted countries.
We welcome the Art of Time Ensemble with their All We Are Saying
program on the history of protest music in the classical and folk
traditions, four films curated by Dorit Naaman and Susan Lord,
Tom Wilson and the Kingston Symphony in Beautiful Scars (originally
commissioned by the National Arts Centre), Firebirds in Motion with
director Selina Chiarelli and Queen’s student and dance artist Holly
Rose Lorenzon, and the H’art Centre h’artists for Small Things in April.

NEXT SEASON
We are cooking up a storm for next season with the world’s top artists
including violinists Jeremy Denk and Gidon Kramer, singer Anne Sofie
von Otter, pianist Jon Kimura Parker, and more. Subscription renewal
packages will be mailed in April so that you can renew your seats
with great pleasure.
I would like to thank our amazing staff and volunteers at the Isabel whose
talent, hard work, and goodwill make our world here a beautiful one.
Thank you to all our audience members and donors for making this
season so special. It is thrilling for us to see the beautiful connection
of music to the hearts and souls of so many people.
Tricia Baldwin | DIRECTOR

Dr. Green returned to Queen’s as a postdoctoral fellow in 1991,
was named a Queen’s National Scholar in 1993 and became a full
Professor in 2001 and has held several administrative positions.
As an international research scholar, Dr. Green has more than 250
academic publications in his field of structural engineering. He
won the Professional Engineers Ontario Medal for Research and
Development (2013) and the Premier’s Research Excellence Award
(2000). Dr. Green has research collaborations across the globe
including Hong Kong, Turkey, France, and the UK.
A member of the Mohawks of the Bay of Quinte, Dr. Green has
an active interest in encouraging and supporting diversity and
inclusivity throughout the university. He was the Co-Chair of the
Queen’s Truth and Reconciliation Commission Task Force, as well as
an advisor to the Principal’s Implementation Committee on Racism,
Diversity, and Inclusion.
We welcome Dr. Green to the role of Provost and Vice-Principal
(Academic) at Queen’s.
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A DREAM
COME TRUE

Joan Tobin is a dream maker. She makes the
dreams of the Isabel, Kingston artists, and
audiences come true.
Joan Tobin and the Ballytobin Foundation are
generously donating a brand-new Hamburg
Steinway piano to the Isabel. This is a dream
that has gone from urgent aspiration to
reality with this wonderful woman’s foresight
and generosity.

JOAN TOBIN BRINGS A
HAMBURG STEINWAY
TO THE ISABEL

For over five years, the Ballytobin Foundation has been supporting Kingston’s
cultural community at the Isabel. The role of the Foundation is to give
Kingston’s cultural groups access to performance, rehearsal, and display
space at the Isabel Bader Centre for the Performing Arts by subsidizing
the rental fees. The Ballytobin Foundation is a private foundation that was
established in 1992 by two founding directors, Joan Tobin and the late Brian
Michael Tobin. It encourages organizations within the City of Kingston who
are exploring a wide range of projects, from traditional to experimental.
The donation of the piano by Joan Tobin and the Ballytobin Foundation
is a great and beautiful gift.

“The arts provide great meaning to my life, as I know they
do to the Kingston community,” says Joan Tobin. “As a
pianist, organist, and music lover, I know how important
it is to perform on a quality of instrument that matches
the greatness of the music itself. The top local, national,
and international musicians perform at the Isabel who
are at the start of their careers or at their zenith, and it is a
beautiful feeling to make their dreams come true.”

“The Steinway piano is the most harmonious implement for
musical intention. It completes what is beautiful and artistic.”
—Yefim Bronfman

“The Steinway piano – with its beauty and power – is the perfect
medium for expressing the performer’s art, drama and poetry.”
—Van Cliburn

“Sometimes a Steinway plays better than the pianist,
and it is then a marvelous surprise.”
— Martha Argerich
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“Joan Tobin, a professionally trained organist and pianist herself, loves music
as much as I do. And that’s saying a lot!” says Isabel Director Tricia Baldwin.
“After one of our concerts in November, Joan told me that she wanted the
Isabel to have a new Steinway piano and she would enable this to happen.
I was completely speechless. This is a dream come true. Finally, the quality
of our piano matches the excellence of our artists and our hall. This is truly
a magnificent gift for the present and future of the Isabel. We are genuinely
grateful for this significant donation.”
The new Hamburg Steinway piano is an exceptional instrument. Joan
Tobin’s donation will inspire the next generation of musicians to further their
creative development and reach a new level in their careers, while also giving
audiences in Kingston the opportunity to hear this extraordinary instrument
at play. The Steinway piano creates some of most beautiful musical sounds
created by humankind.
Selecting a Steinway is a process that takes several months. After being
put on a waiting list, pianists Ireneus Zuk, Adrienne Shannon, Joy Innis, and
Isabel Director Tricia Baldwin travelled to the Hamburg Steinway factory
and showroom to test a number of pianos to select the instrument for the
Isabel. Joan Tobin joined the group in Hamburg virtually, listening to the
instruments being tested through Facetime. The piano is expected to arrive
at the Isabel in March, 2020.

HAMBURG STEINWAY PIANO
MODEL D SPECIFICATIONS
LENGTH: 8’11 ¾ “ (274 cm)
WIDTH: 61 ¾” (156 cm)
NET WEIGHT: 990 pounds (480 kg)
BRACES: 5 solid spruce braces with a volume of 2,907
cubic inches (47,637 cubic centimeters); spruce
provides tensile strength with less weight. Maple
dowels fasten braces to rim producing a single
homogeneous foundation upon which is built the
entire tonal component. A cast iron treble bell,
affixed to the rim’s underside at the treble bend,
holds the plate firmly in position by means of a
steel bolt. The Steinway & Sons iron wedge anchors
the brace ends securely to cross block, assuring a
permanent rim posture.
SCALE: Overstrung; combination agraffe; front and
rear duplex. Tension: 45,272 lbs. (20,418 kg).
RIBS: Made from durable, resinous sugar pine to
assure strong and constant support of string downbearing on the soundboard; rib ends are hand fitted.
TUNING PINS: Premium blued steel; rust-resistant,
nickeled heads.
STRINGS: Treble – twelve whole and one-half sizes
from high-tensile Swedish steel. Bass – Swedish steel
core wire wound with pure copper. Longest string:
Agraffe/bridge: 79 ¼” (201 cm).
HAMMERS: Premium wool top felt and under felt,
treated to resist insects and moisture. Compressionwired to maintain permanent shape. Hard rock
maple hammer moldings and shanks.
DAMPERS: Horizontal-cut premium wool for effective
dampening with maple heads for endurance.
KEYS: European spruce, individually weighed-off.
Chip-proof, stain-resistant coverings for naturals;
slip-proof, abraded, ebonized sharps. Durable Linden
wood buttons reinforce keys over balance.
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JORDAN RIVER ANDERSON,
THE MESSENGER

MATAR A JESÚS
(Killing Jesus)

Thursday, January 23, 2020 at 6:30 PM

Monday, February 10, 2020 at 6:30 PM

2019 / 65 minutes / Language: English / Director: Alanis Obomsawin

2017 / 95 minutes / Language: Spanish with English subtitles / Director: Laura Mora

Alanis Obomsawin’s 53 film documents the story of a young
boy who spent all five years of his life in hospital while the
provincial and federal government argued over who was
responsible for paying for the boy’s care. After facing criticism
for the boy’s death, Parliament passed a motion in support of
“Jordan’s Principle,” a policy meant to ensure equal access to
government-funded health, social, and educational services,
although living up to the principle took a decade to be fully
recognized.

The film tells the story of a photographer whose father is killed
by an assassin, whom she later gets to know. In this youthful
revenge saga based on true events, an idealistic Colombian
student witnesses her father’s murder and is aghast at the
ineptitude and apathy of the local police force. Time to
take matters into her own hands. The story is based on the
biography of Laura Mora whose father was killed in Medellín.
The film was shortlisted to be the Colombian entry for the
Best Foreign Language Film at the 91st Academy Awards.

rd

ADVOCATE
Monday February 3, 2020 at 6:30 PM
2019 / 108 minutes
Languages: Hebrew, Arabic, English with subtitles
Directors: Philippe Bellaiche, Rachel Leah Jones

A look at the life and work of Jewish-Israeli lawyer Lea Tsemel
who has represented political prisoners for nearly 50 years.
We meet Lea and the team as they prepare for their youngest
defendant yet—Ahmad, a 13-year-old boy implicated in a
knife attack on the streets of Jerusalem. To many, Lea is a
traitor who defends the indefensible. For others, she’s more
than an attorney—she’s a true ally.

HUMAN RIGHTS
ARTS FESTIVAL
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HUMAN RIGHTS
ARTS FESTIVAL

BAROQUE + BEYOND
SERIES

HUMAN
RIGHTS
FILMS

SOL
Monday, March 16, 2020 at 6:30 PM
2014 / 76 minutes / Languages: Inuktitut, English with subtitles
Producers: Marie-Hélène Cousineau, Stéphane Rituit
Executive Producers: Susan Avingaq, Madeline Ivalu
Directors: Marie-Hélène Cousineau, Susan Avingaq
Written by: Marie-Hélène Cousineau, Dana Schoel

SOL is a moving tribute to Solomon Tapatia Uyarasuk, a
charismatic young Inuk, an amateur acrobat, musician, and
poet, who was found dead in the Igloolik police station in
2012. He was 26. The police suggest suicide, but two years
after Solomon’s death, his family and friends are still waiting
for an official answer regarding the circumstances of his
death. This compassionate portrait examines the underlying
issues of youth suicide in Canada’s North while investigating
the truth behind Solomon’s tragic death.

SAFE HAVEN
TAFELMUSIK BAROQUE ORCHESTRA
ELISA CITTERIO, MUSIC DIRECTOR
Wednesday, January 29, 2020 at 7:30 PM

Thank you to Susan Lord and
Dorit Naaman for the curation
of the films for this festival.
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PROGRAM

ABOUT TONIGHT’S PROGRAM

ANTONIO VIVALDI

Allegro non molto, from “Winter” (The Four Seasons)

JEAN-BAPTISTE LULLY

Suite from Cadmus & Hermione
Prélude – Ouverture – Menuets – Chaconne des Africains
Kora solo

SAFE
HAVEN
TAFELMUSIK BAROQUE
ORCHESTRA
Elisa Citterio, Music Director

CLAUDE GOUDIMEL
& LOUIS BOURGEOIS

“Or sus, serviteurs du seigneurs”

HENRY PURCELL

Voluntary on The Hundredth Psalm

JOHANN SEBASTIAN
BACH

Sinfonia to Cantata 156

ANTONIO VIVALDI

Allegro, from Concerto for 4 violins
in F Major, op. 3, no. 7

TOMASO ALBINONI

Allegro, from Concerto for 2 oboes, op. 7, no. 2

A. VIVALDI

Allegro, from “Winter” (The Four Seasons)

—INTERMISSION—

AGOSTINO STEFFANI

Ouverture, from I trionfi del fato

PETER PHILLIPS

Pavan

Wednesday, January 29, 2020 at 7:30 PM

JAN SWEELINCK

Pavana Philippi

Conceived, programmed &
scripted by Alison Mackay

TOBIAS HUME

A Soldier’s Galliard

Opening words by Warsan Shire

JOHN BECK

“Come riggs are bonnie,” from The Balcarres Lute Book

JUAN HIDALGO

A la salida de Lisboa (on a text by João Pinto Delgado)

GEORG PHILIPP
TELEMANN

Adagio, from Concerto for oboe in C Minor, TWV 51: c1
Mezzetin en turc, from Suite in B-flat Major
“Burlesque,” TWV 55:B8
Les postillons, from Suite in D Major TWV55:18

Closing words by Cyrus Sundar Singh
Maryem Tollar, narrator and vocalist
Diely Mori Tounkara, kora
Naghmeh Farahmand, percussion
Rava Javanfar, projections designer
Glenn Davidson, lighting designer

Safe Haven is an exploration in music, words, and images of the
influence of refugee populations on the culture of their adopted
countries. From the beginning of human history, war, persecution,
poverty, and climate crises have caused people to abandon their
homes and seek asylum beyond their borders.
Religious persecution in early modern Europe caused several waves
of migration which profoundly influenced the commerce and
culture of host communities. The largest diasporas resulted from
the expulsion of Jews and Muslims from Spain in the late fifteenth
century and the outlawing of Protestantism in late seventeenthcentury France.
For almost a century, the 1598 Edict of Nantes had provided
protection for Huguenots, the French Protestant followers of the
sixteenth-century reformer Jean Calvin. In 1685, Louis XIV revoked
the edict, ordering that Protestant churches be destroyed, schools be
closed, clergy be deported, and lay people be forced to convert and
remain in France. Protestant men caught leaving the country would
be sent to the galleys, women would be imprisoned, and children
would be confiscated.
In response to these threats, hundreds of thousands of farmers,
scholars, bankers, and artisans left France in secret. Because they were
said to be seeking “refuge,” people began to refer to them as “refugiés,”
inspiring the first use of the English term “refugee.” France’s loss of
human and economic capital became the gain of Europe’s cities
— by 1700, a fifth of the population of Berlin and a quarter of the
population of Amsterdam were French asylum seekers.
Huguenots were not the only exiles to influence the commerce and
culture of seventeenth-century Holland. In January of 1492, Ferdinand
of Aragon and Isabella of Castile had ended a centuries-long era of
Muslim rule in the south of Spain. In the same year they ordered that
all Jews had to convert to Christianity or leave the country by August
2 of that year, and many fled to Portugal hoping for greater freedom
of worship.
After a few years, Portugal also turned on its Jews, and thousands
began to look for new homes in Italy, England, and Holland. After
1600, they were particularly welcomed in the port city of Amsterdam,
where they established trading networks that greatly contributed
to the prosperity of the city. This program presents music which
was influenced by the tides of migration in baroque Europe.

Kora solo
A. VIVALDI

Largo, from “Winter” (The Four Seasons)

ARCANGELO CORELLI

Allegro, from Concerto grosso in D Major,
op. 6, no.4 (arranged)

We thank Moira Hudgin for her gift of the
Moira Hudgin Harpsichord to the Isabel, made by Yves Beaupré.
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BY ALISON MACKAY

Today in Canada, the musical scene is enriched by the presence of
many players of instruments that flourished around the world during
the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries, providing us with exciting
opportunities for cross-cultural dialogue. One of these instruments
is the west-African kora, a plucked instrument made from a calabash
covered in hide, with a neck bearing 21 strings. The kora was played
by members of distinguished bardic families in Mali, and our guest
artist, Diely Mori Tounkara, who now lives in Montreal, is the member
of such a dynasty. He and other artists, Maryem Tollar and Naghmeh
Farahmand, are enriching Canadian musical life through their
performing and teaching, passing down ancient traditions to
new generations of Canadian musicians.

The United Nations High Commission on Refugees states that at
the present time there are more than 70 million people worldwide
who have been forced from their homes. The stories of refugees
who arrived in Canada a generation ago reveal the tremendous
contributions that they have made to the economy and culture
of their new country. Thirty years ago, 155 Tamil refugees came to
Canada in dire circumstances. They had been forced into lifeboats
in the North Atlantic and were rescued by Newfoundland fisherman
Gus Dalton. One of the boats was recently discovered by Canadian
filmmaker Cyrus Sundar-Singh and Tafelmusik is grateful to him
for helping to tell the story with his own images and words:
“The boat, which was once a reminder of fear and shame, has
become a powerful symbol of hope for a better life in a new land.”
More information about the works on the program as well as a list
of the images projected can be found at tafelmusik.org/downloads/
Media/SafeHaven/Safe-Haven-Image-Credits-SAMPLE.pdf.

TAFELMUSIK BAROQUE ORCHESTRA
VIOLIN		Elisa Citterio, Patricia Ahern, Susannah Foster,
Thomas Georgi, Geneviève Gilardeau,
Christopher Verrette, Julia Wedman,
Cristina Zacharias
VIOLA

Brandon Chui, Patrick G. Jordan

VIOLONCELLO

Keiran Campbell, Allen Whear

DOUBLE BASS

Pippa Macmillan

OBOE

John Abberger, Marco Cera

LUTE

Lucas Harris

HARPSICHORD

Charlotte Nediger

TAFELMUSIK BAROQUE ORCHESTRA
Led by Music Director Elisa Citterio, Tafelmusik is one of the world’s
leading period-instrument ensembles, performing on instruments
and in styles appropriate for the era of the music. Renowned for
dynamic, engaging, and soulful performances, Tafelmusik performs
some 80 concerts each year for audiences across Toronto, and is
Canada’s most-toured orchestra, having performed in more than
350 cities in 32 countries including 19 years at Germany’s Klang und
Raum Musikfestival with conductor Bruno Weil from 1992 to 2011.
The orchestra is often joined by the critically acclaimed Tafelmusik
Chamber Choir and its director, Ivars Taurins. Founded in 1979 by
Kenneth Solway and Susan Graves, Tafelmusik Baroque Orchestra was
under the artistic leadership of Jeanne Lamon from 1981 to 2014.
Tafelmusik also seeks to transport audiences to the baroque and
classical periods through insightful multimedia programs and
adventurous cross-cultural collaborations. Its musicians share their
knowledge and experience through comprehensive education and
artist-training initiatives such as the Tafelmusik Baroque Summer and
Winter Institutes. Having garnered ten JUNO awards and numerous
international recording prizes, Tafelmusik has over 80 recordings on
the Sony, CBC Records, Analekta, and Tafelmusik Media labels.
tafelmusik.org
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ALISON MACKAY

Violinist Elisa Citterio joined Tafelmusik as Music Director in 2017. In her
native Italy, she divided her artistic life between orchestral work and an
intense schedule as a chamber musician. She has recorded and toured,
often as leader, with such ensembles as Dolce & Tempesta, Europa
Galante, Accademia Bizantina, Accordone, Concerto Italiano, Zefiro,
La Venexiana, La Risonanza, Ensemble 415, Il Giardino Armonico, and
Balthasar-Neumann Choir & Ensemble (Thomas Hengelbrock). From
2004 to 2017, she was a member of the Orchestra del Teatro della Scala
di Milano. Elisa comes from a musical family, including her composer
mother and brother, and graduated with highest honours in violin
and viola from L. Marenzio Conservatory in her hometown of Brescia.
Post-graduate work included baroque violin studies with Enrico Onofri,
Luigi Mangiocavallo, and Chiara Banchini. Her discography includes
more than 35 recordings of Vivaldi, Bach, Handel, Corelli, Monteverdi,
and Haydn.

Alison Mackay, who played the violone and double bass with
Tafelmusik from 1979 to 2019, has created many cross-cultural and
multi-disciplinary programs for the orchestra. A number of her projects,
which include The Four Seasons, a Cycle of the Sun; The Galileo Project;
House of Dreams; and Tales of Two Cities: The Leipzig Damascus Coffee
House, have been made into feature documentary films and have
toured extensively around the world. Her musical tale of adventure,
The Quest for Arundo Donax, was awarded the 2006 Juno Award for
Children’s Recording of the Year, and she is the recipient of the 2013
Betty Webster Award for her contribution to orchestral life in Canada.

GLENN DAVIDSON, lighting designer
Glenn Davidson is Production Designer for Tafelmusik's The Galileo
Project, House of Dreams, J.S. Bach: The Circle of Creation, and Tales
of Two Cities: The Leipzig Damascus Coffee House. He has also travelled
the globe with the orchestra as Technical Director of these multimedia
programs. He has worked as a set and lighting designer in theatre for
40 years, with over 500 design credits. His work has been honoured
with a Dora Mavor Moore award for set design, and another for lighting
design. He is the recipient of the Pauline McGibbon Award (1993)
and a Harold Award (2008). His second love is photography, and
many of his photos have been seen in Tafelmusik’s productions.

NAGHMEH FARAHMAND, percussion
Naghmeh Farahmand, the daughter of master percussionist Mahmoud
Farahmand, has performed with many well-known ensembles in
Iran and at festivals in Europe, Asia, and North America. In 2010 she
moved to Canada, releasing her solo percussion CD Unbound and
collaborating with leading performers of world music. She has vast
experience teaching music and conducting workshops throughout
the world. In 2016, she released her first instructional DVD on Persian
rhythms, The Iranian Daf, in international drumming language.

RAHA JAVANFAR, projections designer
Raha Javanfar is a performer, designer, and educator. A violinist, bass
player, singer, and songwriter, Raha has performed on numerous
stages in Canada. She has designed lights and/or projections for
theatre, concerts, opera, and dance. She's been nominated for a Dora
award as a playwright, received the Siminovitch Protege award as
a lighting designer, been nominated for a Maple Blues Award as a
performer, and currently teaches lighting design at Ryerson University.
Raha has toured internationally as projections designer with Tafelmusik
since 2009.

SOLOIST SERIES

ELISA CITTERIO, Music Director

PROGRAM
W.A. MOZART

MARYEM TOLLAR, narrator and vocalist

(1756-1791)

Maryem Tollar is a renowned Egyptian-Canadian vocalist. Her voice
has been heard on the theme of CBC’s Little Mosque on the Prairie and
A.R. Rahman’s Bollywood hit, Mayya Mayya. She performs with several
Toronto groups, including Al Qahwa (traditional Arabic music and
original compositions) and Turkwaz (Turkish, Greek, Arabic, and Balkan
vocal music repertoire). The Turkwaz CD Nazar was nominated for a
2017 JUNO award. She performed with storyteller Dawne McFarlane
at the Toronto Storytelling Festival and The Scottish International
Storytelling Festival. She is featured on the Tafelmusik Media CD-DVD
release, Tales of Two Cities: The Leipzig Damascus Coffee House.

DIELY MORI TOUNKARA, kora
A native of Mali and from a large family of musicians called griots, Diely
Mori Tounkara followed in his father’s footsteps to become a master of
the kora. His knowledge of traditional Mandingue music is extensive,
and his compositions have touched audiences of diverse origins, from
Africa to the Western world. His kora playing impresses both for its
virtuosity and for its expressiveness. Diely Mori has worked with
artists from Mali and Senegal, and since moving to Canada in 2007,
with a range of artists in Montreal. Inspired by these collaborations,
he founded the award-winning Tounkara-Lavoie Trio. He is currently
at work on his first solo album.

BÉLA BARTÓK

(1881-1945)

Hungarian Rhapsody No. 1 for Violin and Piano, BB. 94a
Lassú: Moderato
Friss: Allegretto moderato
Hungarian Rhapsody No. 2 for Violin and Piano, BB. 96a
Lassú: Moderato
Friss: Allegro moderato

THE MAGIC
OF MUSIC

FRITZ KREISLER

Caprice viennois

(1875-1962)

BLAKE POULIOT,
VIOLIN

—INTERMISSION—

HSIN-I HUANG, PIANO

(1854-1928)

LEOŠ JANÁČEK

Sunday, February 2, 2020 at 2:30 PM

Violin Sonata
Con moto
Ballada: Con moto

Allegretto
Adagio

(1891-1953)

Three Pieces from Romeo and Juliet, Op. 64
(arr. by David. J. Grune)

PABLO DE SARASATE

Zigeunerweisen, Op. 20

SERGEY PROKOFIEV

We say good-bye to Alan Grant —
a man of sterling character and an
eternal optimist who spent his life
loving his family and making the
world and this city a better place. In
addition to his significant leadership
roles in the Kingston Symphony,
Hospice Kingston, Kingston General
Hospital, Orchestra Kingston,
Ballytobin Foundation, and more,
Alan was always quietly helping people do good things. It was his
nature. Kingston's go-to person in the finest sense. He had the gift
of infusing a beautiful spirit into people to want to move down the
road together to accomplish important things.

Sonata for Violin and Piano in F major, K. 376
Allegro
Andante
Rondo: Allegretto grazioso

(1844-1908)

Alan was a musician and music lover and a frequent attender of
Isabel and Kingston Symphony concerts with his dearly loved
wife, Janice. Alan leaves us with his wonderful spirit with which
he inspired all of us to go out in the world and make a positive
and meaningful difference.
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On Christmas Eve 1781, Mozart, newly arrived in Vienna, established
himself as the city’s finest keyboard player by defeating Clementi in
a competition instigated by Emperor Joseph II. That same month his
first Viennese publication—six violin sonatas, including K. 376—was
released to enthusiastic reviews. The violin and keyboard sonata,
still an emerging genre, was essentially a keyboard work with violin
accompaniment. Mozart explored its conversational potential by
increasingly giving important melodic and contrapuntal material
to the violin. In K. 376, though the piano invariably introduces the
principal topics of discussion, the violin always chimes in. The first
movement’s development delights with an animated repartee
between equals.

Violinist Blake Pouliot has joined the upper echelons of young brilliant
soloists, establishing himself as a consummate 21st-century artist with
the rigor and passion to shine for a lifetime. At only 25 years old, the
tenacious violinist has been praised by the Toronto Star as, "one of
those special talents that comes along once in a lifetime." Blake was
recently the featured soloist for the first ever tour of the European
Union Youth Orchestra and National Youth Orchestra of Canada, of
which one of the performances was at the Isabel.

Bartók composed the two Rhapsodies (1928) for his own
performances with Hungarian violinists Joseph Szigeti and Zoltán
Székely, respectively. Both are based on the verbunkos, a traditional
Hungarian dance used for military recruitment from the eighteenth
century until 1849 when the Austro-Hungarian imperial army
established conscription. Its features include a dotted rhythm and
the alternation between lassú (slow) and friss (fast) tempos. In both
rhapsodies the slower first parts strut while the faster second parts
heave agitatedly. The friss of No. 2, though steadier in tempo, reels
wildly thanks to rhythmic play and rich texture, notably Romaniinspired pizzicato strumming. Bartók later revised and orchestrated
both rhapsodies. Kreisler, the Austrian-born “king of violinists”,
settled in the USA at the outbreak of World War II. His many original
compositions include Caprice viennois, a temperamental encore piece.
Janáček, a Czech composer deeply influenced by Moravian folksong,
was also a Russophile. At the outset of World War I, many Czech
patriots like him hoped that Russia would liberate Bohemia and
Moravia from the grips of the Austro-Hungarian Empire. The Violin
Sonata (1914-22) captures the prevailing mood. High piano tremolo
in the finale represents “the Russian armies entering Hungary” (they
did in September 1914); the violin’s violent interjections (gunfire)
eventually fade away (Russia retreated in 1915). The first movement
is saturated with cimbalom-inspired trembling. The lyrical Ballada
soothes with a lullaby-like secondary theme. In the Allegretto, tense
trilling and scalar runs, offset by slower music, are strangely unsettling.
Throughout reigns Janáček’s inner world, at once dramatic, naturalistic,
raw, and spontaneous.
Before Prokofiev, Shakespeare’s plays had eluded convincing
adaptation in dance despite flourishing on the operatic stage. Romeo
and Juliet (1935) succeeded by “recreat[ing] with extraordinary power
and compassion the transports, passions, and dramatic conflicts of
Shakespeare’s immortal characters,” asserted Nestyev, the composer’s
Soviet-era biographer. The Bolshoi Ballet initially deemed the music
too complex for dance, but the Russian public could fall in love with
the music alone thanks to suites for orchestra (1936) and piano (1937).
The great Spanish virtuoso violinist Pablo de Sarasate also composed
showpieces, notably Zigeunerweisen (1878), praised by his Hungarian
colleague Leopold Auer as an authentic reproduction of the
Hungarian Romani style, complete with the sparkle of the cimbalom
(dulcimer), the Romani fiddler’s improvisational flourishes, and the
contrast between “tears of undying sorrow” and “a transport of
wildest joy.”
Copyright © 2018-19 Robert Rival
Robert Rival is a composer, music writer & teacher. robertrival.com
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HUMAN RIGHTS
ARTS FESTIVAL

BLAKE POULIOT, Violin

GINI ROSEN
ENSEMBLE SERIES

ABOUT THIS AFTERNOON’S CONCERT

Blake Pouliot’s debut album featuring the works of Ravel and Debussy
was recently released (Analekta Records), earning a five-star rating
from BBC Music Magazine and a 2019 Juno Award nomination for Best
Classical Album. Pouliot has twice been featured on CBC’s “30 Hot
Canadian Classical Musicians under 30”.
As Grand Prize winner of the 2016 Orchestre symphonique de
Montréal Manulife Competition and a prolific recitalist and chamber
musician, Blake Pouliot has performed in Chicago, Los Angeles,
Montreal, and Toronto, and performs at Pepperdine University, the
Isabel Bader Centre for the Performing Arts, and the Ottawa Chamber
Music series in the 2019-20 season.
Since his orchestral debut at age 11, Pouliot has regularly performed
with the orchestras of Aspen, Calgary, Edmonton, Pacific, Toronto,
Vancouver, and the National Arts Centre. Internationally, Pouliot has
performed as soloist with the Sofia Philharmonic Orchestra in Bulgaria,
and Orchestras of the Americas on their South American tour. He has
collaborated with musical luminaries such as conductors Sir Neville
Marriner, David Afkham, Pablo Heras Casado, David Danzmyer, Nicolas
McGegan, Brett Mitchell, Vasily Petrenko, Alexander Shelley, and
Hugh Wolff.
Blake Pouliot studied violin in Canada with Marie Bérard and Erika
Raum. He completed his training as an associate of The Royal
Conservatory of Music. He graduated from the Colburn School
Conservatory of Music where he studied with Robert Lipsett. Blake
performs on the 1729 Guarneri del Gesù, on generous loan from the
Canada Council for the Arts Musical Instrument Bank as First Laureate
of both the 2018 and 2015 competitions.

HSIN-I HUANG, Piano
Quickly becoming recognized as today's most sought-after
collaborative pianists, Hsin-I has collaborated with many artists
such as Margaret Batjer, Andrew Shulman, Sheryl Staples, Chee-Yun
Kim, William Hagen, Simone Porter, Blake Pouliot, Jacob Braun, and
members of Los Angeles Philharmonic. She has performed throughout
the USA, Canada, Taiwan, Korea, Japan, Germany, and Russia. In
September 2017, she recorded her first album with violinist Blake
Pouliot for the Canadian record label Analekta, which was nominated
for 'Classical album of the year’ at the 2019 JUNO Awards. Hsin-I
has made guest appearances at the Los Angeles Philharmonic
Chamber Music Series, Aspen Music Festival, Ravinia BGH Classics
Series, Grand Teton Winter Music Festival, La Virée Classique OSM,
Fête de la Musique Mont Tremblant, NPR’s Performance Today,
Sundays Live at LACMA, South Bay Chamber Music Society, and
Innsbrook Institute. Hsin-I is also an accomplished cellist, winning
many national competitions in Taiwan before completely focusing
on collaborative piano.

THE HISTORY OF PROTEST MUSIC

ALL WE ARE SAYING
ART OF TIME ENSEMBLE

Andrew Burashko, Artistic Director
Ralston String Quartet
Andy Maize and Josh Finlayson of Skydiggers, Singers
Tuesday, February 4, 2020 at 7:30 PM
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ALL WE
ARE SAYING

PROGRAM
FREDERIC RZEWSKI 		
		
		

Excerpts from The People United Will Never
Be Defeated – Theme
Andrew Burashko, Piano

ART OF TIME ENSEMBLE and
RALSTON STRING QUARTET

JAY CROSBY & YIP HARBURG 		
		

Brother, Can You Spare a Dime?
Andy Maise and Josh Finlayson, vocalists

Tuesday, February 4, 2020 at 7:30 PM

JOHN PRINE		
Sam Stone

Andrew Burashko, piano

PETE SEEGER		
Keep Your Eyes on the Prize
		
Andy Maize and Josh Finlayson, vocalists

Rolston String Quartet
Luri Lee, violin
Emily Kruspe, violin
Hezekiah Leung, viola
Jonathan Lo, cello

		

(Andy Maize, Josh Finlayson)

BOB DYLAN 		
Masters of War

		

Andy Maize and Josh Finlayson, vocalists

—INTERMISSION—

Andy Maize, vocalist
Josh Finlayson, vocalist

DMITRI SHOSTAKOVICH 		
		
		
		
		
		

Piano Trio No. 2 in E Minor, Op. 67
iii. Largo
iv. Allegretto
Andrew Burashko, piano
Luri Lee, violin
Jonathan Lo, cello

GEORGE CRUMB		
Black Angels

		

Rolston String Quartet
Lester Alfonso – live film mix

ABOUT TONIGHT’S CONCERT
The power of music to galvanize a movement and inspire resistance is highlighted in
two programs of music that reach across genre, historical context, and message.
The Classical & Folk Program features George Crumb's Black Angels for string quartet
backed by a live film mix, plus music by John Prine, Bob Dylan, and Dmitri Shostakovich.
The Songs Program includes music by Nina Simone, John Lennon, Buffy Sainte-Marie,
Bruce Cockburn, Stevie Wonder, Joni Mitchell, Marvin Gaye, and so many more.
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ART OF TIME ENSEMBLE

ROLSTON STRING QUARTET

Andrew Burashko formed Art of Time Ensemble in 1998 with the
support of a small group of like-minded musicians and prominent
figures in dance, theatre, and other art forms, beginning with one-off
concerts to small but enthusiastic audiences. Word quickly spread
through Toronto's cultural scene. Today, Art of Time works with
the best Canadian artists in the performing arts, film and literature,
including noteworthy international musicians.

The Rolston String Quartet was formed in the summer of 2013 at the
Banff Centre for Arts and Creativity's Chamber Music Residency. As
the 2018 recipient of the prestigious Cleveland Quartet Award from
Chamber Music America, their accolades and awards precede them.
In 2016, they won First Prize at the 12th Banff International String
Quartet Competition, Grand Prize at the 31st Chamber Music Yellow
Springs Competition, and Astral’s National Auditions.

Art of Time presents an annual subscription season at Toronto's
Harbourfront Centre Theatre, and regularly appears as part of The
Royal Conservatory of Music performance season at Koerner Hall. The
company is invited to perform at festivals and events across Canada,
including Music in the Morning in Vancouver, the Banff Centre,
Ottawa Chamberfest, and the National Arts Centre. Art of Time also
tours Canada, having taken American jazz chanteuse Madeleine
Peyroux and Canadian pop stars Steven Page and Sarah Slean out
on the road with the Ensemble. In November 2015, Art of Time
embarked on a 12-city tour of the United States and returned in
2016 to perform throughout the Midwest.

Recent highlights include debut performances at Carnegie Hall,
Wigmore Hall, The Freer Gallery, and Chamber Music Houston,
two major Canadian tours, and three European tours. The quartet
members are associated artists at the Queen Elizabeth Music Chapel,
and recently completed a two-year term as the Yale School of Music’s
fellowship quartet-in-residence. Previously, they were the graduate
quartet-in-residence at Rice University’s Shepherd School of Music.
With their debut recording, Souvenirs, Canada’s Rolston String Quartet
continues to receive acclamation and recognition for their musical
excellence. Luri Lee plays a Carlo Tononi violin, generously on loan
from Shauna Rolston Shaw. Emily Kruspe plays a 1900 Stefano
Scarampella violin, generously on loan from the Canada Council
for the Arts Musical Instrument Bank. The Rolston String Quartet is
endorsed by Jargar Strings of Denmark.

The artists with whom the Ensemble have worked represent the
finest in their genres, including writers Margaret Atwood and Michael
Ondaatje, choreographers Peggy Baker, James Kudelka and David
Earle, dancers Evelyn Hart, Rebekah Rimsay, Michael Sean Marye,
and Piotr Stancyzk, singers Madeleine Peyroux, Jackie Richardson,
Steven Page, and Sarah Slean, actors Brent Carver, Tom McCamus,
R.H. Thomson, Ted Dykstra, Lucy Peacock, and Julian Richings, and
filmmakers Peter Mettler and Tess Girard. Music and musicians are at
the heart of Art of Time Ensemble; the ranks of its musicians are deep
and their talent unmatched.

ANDREW BURASHKO, Artistic Director
Art of Time Ensemble
Andrew Burashko made his debut at the age of seventeen with the
Toronto Symphony Orchestra and has since established himself
as one of Canada's foremost musicians. Known for his passionate
interpretations and eclectic repertoire, Burashko has performed with
many Canadian orchestras. Born in Moscow into a family of musicians,
Andrew began his studies with Marina Geringas at the Royal
Conservatory of Music in Toronto. He went on to study with
Lee Kum-Sing in Vancouver, Leon Fleisher, and Marek Jablonski
in Toronto, and Bella Davidovich in New York. As a soloist he has
performed extensively throughout the world, and as a chamber
musician, he regularly collaborates with Canada's top artists.
Andrew's musical dexterity and passion for artistic experimentation
have now brought him to the artistic directorship of the Art of Time
Ensemble, a chamber music collective comprised of the best artists
on the Canadian scene. Since 1998, Art of Time Ensemble has been
committed to redefining the experience of music performance and
exploring the juxtaposition of high art and popular culture. Andrew
Burashko has recorded for CBC SM5000, Naxos, Analekta, Pheromone,
and Centerdisc labels. His recording of Prokofiev's 6th Sonata and
Romeo and Juliet suite has been released on the Opening Day label.
A dedicated teacher, he gives master classes throughout North
America and is presently a member of the faculty at the Glenn Gould
Professional school in Toronto.

ANDY MAIZE and JOSH FINLAYSON
Singer Andy Maize and guitarist and songwriter Josh Finlayson
founded Skydiggers, a Canadian roots rock band from Toronto.
Since 1990, Skydiggers has released 19 albums/EPs and have had
a number of singles that have appeared on the Canadian charts.
Josh Finlayson and Andy Maize have collaborated on a side project
of their own named Finlayson/Maize. The duo released their album
Dark Hollow under the project name.
“It all started in the beverage room of the Spadina Hotel. That is
essentially when the band came together.” says Josh. “Andy and I
performed there as a duo as part of Andrew Cash’s Monday night
series called Acoustic Meltdown. When Andrew released his debut
album and could no longer host the night, we took it over.”
According to Andy Maize and Josh Finlayson one of the keys is
chemistry. “You can spend your life searching for chemistry” Andy
muses. “For any relationship to remain vital and continue to grow you
need chemistry. We were lucky to have found that early on with each
other. Josh agrees and also points out that in order to stay creative
and pertinent you need to constantly challenge yourself. “Change
and evolution are imperative. To bring a visible energy to the stage
every night, you need to remain passionate by pushing yourself
as songwriters and performers. You need to be constantly evolving
yet trying to remain timeless at the same time.”
Skydiggers is a member of the Canadian charity, Artists Against
Racism.
Source: https://skydiggers.com/about/
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This is a show to take you to a new place. It is maybe someplace you have
imagined or seen in your dreams. Or perhaps this is the place where your
fantasies danced around when you were a child. If your years are not as long as
some, maybe this is the place that allows you to believe in a magic as yet
unseen. This is not a performance, it is a journey.
When Kyoko and Selina first began working together, they created a piece that
explored the duality of being a supernatural, eternal being and a domesticated
woman. Yuki-Onna looked at a demon who was constrained by the social
constructs that bound her to her children and husband. This show is a
continuation of that exploration, with stories gathered from Celtic mythology,
Great Lakes Indigenous oral history, and European folklore.
KYOKO OGODA AND
SELINA CHIARELLI

SELKIES TO
SHE-WOLVES:

STORYTELLING
WITHOUT BORDERS
Featuring KYOKO OGODA
and SELINA CHIARELLI
Saturday, February 8, 2020 at 11:00 AM
Rehearsal Hall

Throughout these vast swathes of land and culture, we find the same battle
persists - the battle of love and humanity; the battle of the spiritual and the
material worlds; the battle for a woman’s independence and sense of self when
engulfed in the muck and mire of Motherhood.
In bringing this new work to young audiences, we hope that you simply listen to
the stories. For it is stories that will carry you through as you grow and question
the world we live in. Big ideas can roll around in the stories we tell, and they will
be safe there, waiting for you to come back to them and learn something new
every time you tell the story yourself. For these stories are to share—as we share
and tell the stories to those we meet, we leave the world a little more beautiful
and fuller than when we found it.

SELINA CHIARELLI

KYOKO OGODA

Being a storyteller isn’t just a calling for
Selina Chiarelli, it’s her birthright. Not
only was she lucky enough to grow
up surrounded by the country’s top
performance storytellers—spending Friday
nights in Toronto and listening to the likes
of Alice Kane and Louis Bird, but she was
also named after the café owner at Gaffer’s in Kensington Market,
where the Toronto International Storytelling Festival began. Her
pursuit of the arts in various forms led her to deepen her
understanding of lofty ideas in Concordia’s Theatre for Development
program. After her studies, she followed her ear around the world
and back again, working in some of the world’s most poetic cities.
Her work as a storytelling consultant within the international
development community has helped organizations across Canada
such as Aga Khan Foundation of Canada, Canadian Centre for
International Cooperation, and OXFAM explore issues like global
citizenship, community communication, and sustainable development
goals. She has performed in Paris as a jazz singer and spoken word
artist. She worked in Brussels as a classical singer, collaborating with
the Brussels Chamber Choir and St. Michael’s Cathedral’s schola for
Gregorian music, and she has been an active member of the arts scene
in Kingston, Montreal, and Toronto as a performer, arts administrator,
and arts activist. Selina is an indie rock singer-songwriter with the
band, Modern Winter, and she hosts the contemporary classical radio
show Counterpoint on CFRC every Monday night from 8-9pm. She is
the founder of The Firebird Sessions a female-forward musical series
focusing on women taking ownership of their creative expression.

KINGSTON
CHILDREN'S CORNER

ABOUT THIS MORNING’S CONCERT

Kyoko Ogoda hails from Shizuoka,
Japan. She started playing the
piano with her mother Tomoko
Ogoda at the age of three.
She began studying her major
instrument the marimba at the
age of nine. She attended the
University of Toronto from 2003-2006 where she studied
percussion with Robin Engelman and Russell Hartenberger of Nexus,
and marimba with Beverly Johnston. During her time in Toronto, Kyoko
was also a member of the Japanese taiko drumming group Nagata
Shachu and toured Canada, the USA, and Italy with them. In Japan,
she studied marimba and classical percussion with Hisae Otani,
Atsumi Taki, Atsushi Sugahara, and Satoshi Sakai, and studied
piano with Eiko Osawa.
Since moving to Kingston in 2011, Kyoko has performed mainly
locally for the Live @ Your Library Jazz series, L.C.V.I., Frontenac Public
School, Kingston Multicultural Arts Festival, St. George’s Cathedral
Advent/Summer series, Kingston Home Grown Live, Studio 22, Tone
Deaf series, Hiroshima Day, Skeleton Park Arts Festival, Music West
series at St. Andrew’s By-The-Lake United Church, The TETT Centre
Grand Opening (The Whole Shebang Project Kingston), Queen’s
University, Building Community Through the Arts Speaker series,
and a fundraising concert for Syrian refugees for Inter-Church
Refugee Partnership and NOW Society. She has taught Japanese
Taiko drumming since 2013, building a community in Kingston
and collaborating with different types of music and culture
through workshops for the community and at public schools.

Selina’s collaboration with Kyoko explores themes of femininity,
spiritualism, and how we define family. The work is exciting and
has allowed her to apply many of the different performance and
communication skills that she has cultivated throughout her
artistic career.

“Old world recipes prepared
with locally sourced
ingredients since 1992”

Reserve the Salzburg Stube for your next event,
accommodates up to 40 people
(613) 546-7468 • reservations recommended
170 Princess Street, Kingston ON K7L 1B1

www.amadeuscafe.ca
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KINGSTON
CONNECTION SERIES

CELEBRATE
BEETHOVEN AT 250

ABOUT TONIGHT’S CONCERT
Miss Emily sings about the three words that measure romance, heartbreak, and
redemption. The three words that are so hard to say. Join Miss Emily and her band
on Valentine’s Day for a journey of love, loss, and soulful recollections. The music will
move you. The songs will make your heart beat faster. The show will bring you out
of your seat and send you into the night with a glint in your eye. Join us on
Valentine’s Day for a romantic, powerful, and vibrant concert with Miss Emily.

Kingston Symphony at the Isabel

Antoine Saito

ABOUT MISS EMILY

BEETHOVEN 5 &
TCHAIKOVSKY

BEETHOVEN 7
& MARQUEZ

TCHAIKOVSKY | Pezzo Capriccioso
TREW | Symphony No. 1
BEETHOVEN | Symphony No. 5

MARQUEZ | Danzon No. 2
BAKER | Harp Concerto
BEETHOVEN | Symphony No. 7

January 12, 2020
2:30 p.m.

March 8, 2020
2:30 p.m.

TWO PERFORMANCES

BEETHOVEN 6
& STRAVINSKY

BEETHOVEN 8 & 9

STRAVINSKY | The Rite of Spring
BEETHOVEN | Symphony No. 6

BEETHOVEN | Symphony No. 8
BEETHOVEN | Symphony No. 9

February 9, 2020
2:30 p.m.

May 2, 2020 | 7:30 p.m.
May 3, 2020 | 2:30 p.m.

For tickets or more information, please visit

www.kingstonsymphony.ca
or call 613-530-2050.
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VALENTINE’S
DAY WITH
MISS EMILY
Miss Emily, vocals and piano
Van Sheen, guitar
Bunny Stewart, Sax, guitar, vocals
Benni Vander, keyboards, vocals
Rob Radford, drums
Zak Colbert, bass
Seamus Cowan, bass, vocals
Friday, February 14, 2020 at 7:30 PM

In the 1990s, a 12-year-old Emily Fennell was making her way around Southern
Ontario, singing at county fairs and winning competition after competition. She
was literally finding her voice. While the other young vocalists were dazzling
crowds with standards like Somewhere Over the Rainbow or I Will Always Love You,
Emily was stunning judges and audiences into silent amazement with K.D. Lang’s
version of the Patsy Cline song, 3 Cigarettes and an Ashtray. That song choice and her
spellbinding performance of it, says almost all you need to know about the
woman who would become Miss Emily. She is never predictable and always
willing to take a risk.
Her music spans genres, crosses barriers, and creates bridges. Her voice soars
to emotional heights and reaches down into the grittiness of the soul. Her
performances are foot-stomping, heart-wrenching adventures in rhythm, blues, jazz,
and rock and roll. For 15 years, Miss Emily has captivated listeners across Canada, the
USA, and the United Kingdom with her unique combination of passion and talent.
Her passion and talent was cultivated by an unparalleled work ethic. It began with
playing night after night after night in bars and nightclubs where she learned her
trade and gained a loyal following. Later, she graduated to regional theatres and
starred in several Broadway-style shows. This willingness to step outside her comfort
zone and learn new techniques paid off by giving her opportunities to become a
regular at major outdoor festivals such as Ottawa Bluesfest. Then, in 2011 in front of
25,000 people outside the tiny town of Bobcaygeon, she opened for The Tragically
Hip and began a relationship that would change the direction of her career.
Miss Emily’s new record takes the listener on a tour of her experiences and musical
influences under the guidance of The Hip’s Gord Sinclair as producer/co-writer/bass
player and bandmate Rob Baker as lead guitarist/co-writer. In Between, featuring
Gord Sinclair and Rob Baker, is the fifth album from Miss Emily. It’s a record that
beckons the listener to walk with her as she soulfully strolls the humid streets of
Memphis, wanders across the jazz-cool avenues of New York City, or dances through
raucous and funky block parties in Motown.
One listen and you’ll be compelled to join Miss Emily, Gord Sinclair, and Rob Baker
on a journey that reveals the vast emotions of love, loss, joyful redemption, and
everything, In Between.
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JAZZ SERIES

DIANE FORTIN

RON DI LAURO SEXTET

TRIBUTE TO
MILES DAVIS:
KIND OF BLUE
RON DI LAURO SEXTET
Saturday, February 15, 2020 at 7:30 PM

ABOUT TONIGHT'S PROGRAM

KIND OF BLUE

A veritable monument of jazz, Miles Davis’ masterpiece Kind of Blue is
the best-selling jazz album of all time and continues to have immense
influence on music. Accompanied by top musicians on the Montreal
scene, trumpeter Ron Di Lauro offers a faithful and complete
reconstitution of this mythic album. To delight jazz lovers and whet
your appetite, the sextet will play some of Miles Davis’ greatest works.

Davis recorded several albums with his sextet during the
1950s, including Porgy and Bess and Kind of Blue, his final
album of the decade, released in 1959. Now considered one
of the greatest jazz albums ever recorded, Kind of Blue is
credited as the largest-selling jazz album of all time, selling
more than 2 million copies.

Miles Davis' Kind of Blue iconic album has been regarded by many
critics as the greatest jazz record, Davis' masterpiece, and one of
the best albums of all time. Now the tracks from Kind of Blue will be
recreated live by some of this country’s top jazz musicians. Bandleader
Ron Di Lauro will lead his sextet with a set of Miles' classics from the
late fifties for a full re-creation of Kind of Blue.

Davis continued to be successful throughout the 1960s. His band
transformed over time, largely due to new band members and
changes in style. The various members of his band went on to
become some of the most influential musicians of the jazz fusion era.
These included Wayne Shorter and Joe Zawinul (Weather Report),
Chick Corea (Return to Forever), and John McLaughlin and Billy
Cobham (Mahavishnu Orchestra).

Ron Di Lauro, trumpet
Jean-Pierre Zanella, alto sax

WHO WAS MILES DAVIS?

André Leroux, tenor sax

Grammy Award winner Miles Davis was a major force in the jazz
world, as both a trumpet player and a bandleader. Instrumental in
the development of jazz, Miles Davis is considered one of the top
musicians of his era. Born in Illinois in 1926, he traveled at age 18 to
New York City to pursue music. Throughout his life, he was at the
helm of a changing concept of jazz. Winner of eight Grammy awards,
Miles Davis died in 1991 from respiratory distress in Santa Monica,
California.

Geoff Lapp, piano
Michel Donato, bass
Dave Laing, drums

BY MALLORY1180 - OWN WORK, CC BY-SA 4.0, HTTPS://COMMONS.WIKIMEDIA.ORG/W/INDEX.PHP?CURID=56137966

Source: https://www.biography.com/musician/miles-davis

In 1945, Miles Davis elected, with his father's permission, to drop
out of Juilliard and become a full-time jazz musician. A member of
the Charlie Parker Quintet at the time, Davis made his first recording
as a bandleader in 1946 with the Miles Davis Sextet. Between 1945
and 1948, Davis and Parker recorded continuously. It was during this
period that Davis worked on developing the improvisational style
that defined his trumpet playing.
In 1949, Davis formed a nine-piece band with uncommon additions,
such as the French horn, trombone, and tuba. He released a series
of singles that would later be considered a significant contribution
to modern jazz. They were later released as part of the album
Birth of the Cool.
In the early 1950s, Davis became addicted to heroin. While he was
still able to record, it was a difficult period for the musician and his
performances were haphazard. Davis overcame his addiction in 1954,
around the same time that his performance of 'Round Midnight at the
Newport Jazz Festival earned him a recording contract with Columbia
Records. There, he also created a permanent band, comprised of
John Coltrane, Paul Chambers, and Red Garland.
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RON Di LAURO, trumpet
Born into Montreal's Italian community in 1958, Ron Di Lauro’s earliest
influences were within his own home; both grandfather and father
were musicians. The young Di Lauro was exposed to a wide range of
musical genres, from military and brass band to Big Band to opera, and
though clearly musically inclined, childhood ambitions dreamed not
of a musical but of a medical future. Although his formal formation
was entirely classical, his musical horizons were broadening rapidly.
In 1980, Ron Di Lauro joined the legendary Vic Vogel’s Big Band, of
which he has been an integral member ever since. Two years later
found him touring in Europe and joining the Denny Christianson
Big Band, and in 1983 he formed the acclaimed Dave Turner/Ron Di
Lauro Sextet. Within a year of hitting the scene they were opening
for the VSOP quartet of Tony Williams, Herbie Hancock, Winton
Marsalis, and Ron Carter. His inimitable trumpet sound has featured
on countless film, television and radio scores. He has continued as
a soloist with the Vic Vogel, Joe Sullivan, and Lorraine Desmarais Big
Bands, performing with the likes of Dizzy Gillespie, Zoot Sims, Pepper
Adams, Henry Mancini, Mel Torme, Marvin Hamlisch, Tony Bennett,
John Pizzarelli, and Frank Sinatra Jr.. He has provided the impetus
behind several of the city's premiere jazz ensembles, including the
McGill Alumni Big Band with Gerald Danovitch, the James Gelfand
Quintet, and the Ron Di Lauro Quintet. Ron Di Lauro is an active
faculty member both at McGill and University of Montreal as Big Band
conductor and trumpet teacher. Clearly, Di Lauro's thirst for musical
diversity has never been satiated; between tours, recording sessions,
and gigs, he is managing to share his gift with the next generation.
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PROGRAM
GERMAINE TAILLEFERRE 		
(1892-1983)

Impromptu in E major

GABRIEL FAURÉ		

Nocturne No. 4 in E-flat major, Op. 36

(1845-1924)

FRANCIS POULENC		

Intermezzo in A-flat major, FP 118

(1899-1963)

SOUNDS
AND
PERFUMES

JANINA
FIALKOWSKA,
PIANO
Sunday, February 16, 2020 at 2:30 PM

CLAUDE DEBUSSY		
(1862-1918)

Poissons d’or (Goldfish) from Images (Book II)

		
		
		

“Les sons et les parfums tournent dans l’air
du soir” (Sounds and perfumes swirl in the
evening air) from Preludes (Book I)

MAURICE RAVEL		Sonatine
(1875-1937)		
Modéré

		
Mouvement de Menuet
		Animé

—INTERMISSION—

FRYDERYK CHOPIN		
(1810-1849)

Scherzo No. 3 in C-sharp minor, Op. 39

		

Nocturne in E-flat major, Op. 55, No. 2

		

Mazurka in G minor, Op. 67, No. 2

		

Mazurka in D major, Op. 33, No. 2

		

Mazurka in B minor, Op. 33, No. 4

		

Ballade No. 4 in F minor, Op. 52

JANINA FIALKOWSKA, Piano

The prolific Germaine Tailleferre, whose diverse catalogue includes
opera and film, was the only female member of Les Six. While still a
student at the Paris Conservatoire, she composed this Impromptu
(1912), as charming as it is concise.

For over 40 years, concert pianist Janina Fialkowska has
enchanted audiences and critics around the world. She
has been praised for her musical integrity, her refreshing
natural approach, and her unique piano sound thus
becoming “one of the Grandes Dames of piano playing”
(Frankfurter Allgemeine).

Fauré, father of the modern French song, loved the piano. It
accompanies all his songs and participates in virtually all of his
outstanding chamber music. For piano solo he composed, like
Chopin, a large number of simply titled shorter works: impromptus,
preludes, barcarolles. The Fourth Nocturne (1884) glows with Fauré’s
characteristic warmth, undulating into an impassioned climax.
The Intermezzo (1943) finds Poulenc, a prominent member of Les Six,
in a bright mood, intended, one suspects, to uplift the spirits of his
compatriots living under German occupation.
The three-movement Images II (1907) closes with the shimmering,
bustling, and occasionally explosive, Poissons d’or, inspired by a
Japanese lacquer painting in Debussy’s possession. Debussy’s two
books of twelve preludes each (1910, 1913), unified neither by
key pattern nor narrative, suit performance in small groups—the
composer’s preference. Their evocative titles derive from varied
sources, including poems, as in the languorous “Les sons et les
parfums”, after a line from a poem by Baudelaire.
Ravel, like Debussy, rejected the excesses of Romanticism by turning
to the past. The genial Sonatine (1903-5) points both to Classical form
and the simpler textures of the eighteenth-century French school of
clavecinists. Supple rhythm mingles with modal harmony, and in the
finale, quivering activity recalls the composer’s Jeux d’eau (1901).
Chopin marked his four large-scale scherzos Presto, adding con fuoco
to the first and third (1839) to emphasize their volatility. “No hesitating,
morbid view of life,” writes Huneker memorably about the latter, “but
rank, harsh assertiveness, not untinged with splenetic anger.”

SOLOIST SERIES

ABOUT THIS AFTERNOON’S CONCERT

Born in Canada, she began her piano studies with her mother
at age four and then with Yvonne Hubert. She studied with Yvonne
Lefébure in Paris and Sascha Gorodnitzki at The Juilliard School
in New York, experiencing the best of both French and Russian
piano traditions. Her career was launched in 1974, when the legendary
Arthur Rubinstein became her mentor after her prize-winning
performance at his inaugural Master Piano Competition, where he
called her a “born Chopin interpreter” laying the foundation for her
lifelong identification with this composer.
Since then, she has performed with the foremost orchestras worldwide
under the baton of such conductors as Zubin Mehta, Bernard Haitink,
Lorin Maazel, Sir Georg Solti, Sir Roger Norrington, and Yannick
Nézet-Séguin. She has won special recognition for a series of important
premieres, notably Liszt’s newly discovered Piano Concerto No. 3 with
the Chicago Symphony and several contemporary piano concertos.
Ms Fialkowska's discography includes many award-winning discs
including the BBC Music Magazine’s 2013 “Instrumental CD of the Year"
award as well as the JUNO Award in 2018. This past season saw Janina
Fialkowska concertizing in England and Poland. She performed several
recitals and orchestral concerts in Germany, Switzerland, Austria, and
Spain. She recently released Les Sons et les Parfums, a recording of
French piano music on the ATMA Classique label.
Her native Canada has bestowed upon her its highest honors:
Officer of the Order of Canada, the Governor General’s 2012 Lifetime
Achievement Award in Classical Music, as well as three honorary
doctorates. She passes on her wide musical experience in master
classes and at her annual International Piano Academy in Bavaria.

The Irish pianist John Field invented the nocturne; Chopin, a Polish
émigré who settled in Paris, perfected it. His 21 nocturnes explore
not only the deep expanses of the starry sky’s stillness but also the
turbulent feelings its overwhelming vastness stimulates. Op. 55 (1843)
pairs contrasting approaches: melodic simplicity (No. 1) and complex
embellishment (No. 2).
In 1831, en route to Paris, Chopin learned of the failed Warsaw Uprising
and Russia’s grip on the nation. His grief was both personal and
patriotic. Especially dear to him was the folk-inspired mazurka, a Polish
dance in triple time with strong accents placed unsystematically on
the second or third beat, and traditionally accompanied by a bagpipe
drone. He wrote more mazurkas than pieces in any other genre, often
in sets like Op. 33 (1838), whose second is sprightly and fourth, moody.
His last, Op. 67, No. 2 (1849), exudes restrained melancholy.
Among Chopin’s many character pieces, the ballades are the most
ambitious in scope and sophisticated in structure. Not quite sonata form,
not quite rondo form, they draw on elements of both, with an admixture
of variation, to forge a compelling drama between contrasting themes.
No. 4 (1842) features a haunting principal theme, varied with elaborate
figuration, and later bolstered by forceful bass runs.
Copyright © 2018-19 Robert Rival
Robert Rival is a composer, music writer & teacher. robertrival.com
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Saxophonist Branford Marsalis is one of the most influential and
revered figures in contemporary music. The NEA Jazz Master,
Grammy Award winner, and Tony Award nominee is equally at
home performing concertos with symphony orchestras and sitting
in with members of the Grateful Dead, but the core of his musical
universe remains the Branford Marsalis Quartet. After more than
three decades of existence with minimal personnel changes, this
celebrated ensemble is revered for its uncompromising interpretation
of a kaleidoscopic range of both original compositions and jazz and
popular classics. After the Grammy-nominated Upward Spiral, on which
guest vocalist Kurt Elling was seamlessly integrated into the group, the
Quartet has followed up with The Secret Between the Shadow and the
Soul, its most emotionally wide-ranging and melody driven collection
to date. John Zeugner captured the impact of the Quartet in live
performance in a recent concert review, calling it “casually confident,
professional, cerebral, and supercharged with energy. The Branford
Marsalis Quartet...was all of those adjectives and more.”

BRANFORD MARSALIS, saxophone
After four decades in the international
spotlight, the achievements of saxophonist
Branford Marsalis continue to grow. From
his initial recognition as a young jazz
lion, he has expanded his vision as an
instrumentalist, composer, bandleader
and educator, crossing stylistic boundaries
while maintaining an unwavering creative
integrity. In the process, he has become an
avatar of contemporary artistic excellence.

VIRTUOSO JAZZ
BRANFORD MARSALIS
QUARTET

Friday, March 6, 2020 at 7:30 PM

Branford Marsalis, Saxophones
Joey Calderazzo, Piano
Eric Revis, Bass
Justin Faulkner, Drums

The Branford Marsalis Quartet, first formed in 1986, remains Branford’s
primary means of expression. In its virtually uninterrupted three-plus
decades of existence, the Quartet has established a rare breadth of
stylistic range and a continuity of personnel. The Secret Between the
Shadow and the Soul, recorded in Melbourne, Australia in the midst
of an international tour in the Spring of 2018, contains the mix of
challenging original and classic compositions, and the range of moods
from the tender to the explosive, that has defined the group. With its
focus on melodic strength and extrasensory interaction, the album
confirms that the Branford Marsalis Quartet remains a paragon
of uncompromising jazz excellence.
While the Quartet thrives, Branford continues to expand his status as
a musical collaborator that dates back to his early experiences as a
sideman with Clark Terry, Art Blakey, and his brother Wynton Marsalis,
and extends through encounters with Dizzy Gillespie, Miles Davis,
Sonny Rollins, Herbie Hancock, and Harry Connick, Jr.
As always, Branford also remains eager to join in musical ventures
with artists in other musical realms. His relationship with Sting, which
began with the pop icon’s first solo album The Dream of the Blue Turtles
in 1985, was resumed when Branford contributed solos to Sting’s
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collaboration with reggae star Shaggy, 44/876. And
Branford’s status among Deadheads, dating back to 1990
as the ultimate guest artist with the Grateful Dead, moved
the spinoff band Dead and Co. to break precedent for the
first time and announce Branford as a guest artist at the
band’s August 26, 2018 concert in Arlington, Virginia.

VIRTUOSI FESTIVAL

BRANFORD MARSALIS QUARTET

Classical music also continues to play a growing role in Branford’s
musical life. Sally Beamish reconceived her composition “Under the
Wing of the Rock” to feature him after hearing Branford interpret
another of her works, and Gabriel Prokofiev wrote his Saxophone
Concerto for Branford on a joint commission from the Naples
Philharmonic and the Detroit Symphony. Branford and the Ural
Philharmonic performed and recorded the Prokofiev piece during
August 2018 in Yekaterinburg, Russia. Branford has performed these
and other works by Copland, Debussy, Glazunov, Ibert, Mahler,
Milhaud, Rorem, Vaughan Williams, and Villa-Lobos with leading
orchestras in the United States and Europe, and served as Creative
Director for the Cincinnati Symphony’s Ascent Series in 2012-13.
The roll of Branford’s contributions to the Broadway stage expanded
in 2018 when he scored acclaimed director Kenny Leon’s revival of
Children of a Lesser God. His previous efforts included music for the
revival of Fences, which garnered him a Drama Desk Award and a
Tony nomination, The Mountaintop starring Angela Bassett and
Samuel L. Jackson, and the revival of A Raisin in the Sun.
All of these achievements have been supplemented by Branford’s
efforts beyond the realms of performance and composition. After
directing Columbia Record’s jazz program, he founded the Marsalis
Music label in 2002. He has held workshops on campuses around
the world, while establishing extended teaching relationships with
Michigan State, San Francisco State, and North Carolina Central
Universities. After the devastation wrought by Hurricane Katrina,
Branford joined his friend Harry Connick, Jr. and New Orleans Area
Habitat for Humanity in the creation of the Musicians’ Village, a
community in New Orleans’ Upper Ninth Ward that provides homes
to displaced families of musicians and other local residents. The Ellis
Marsalis Center for Music, honoring Branford’s father and Connick’s
teacher, provides state-of-the-art performance, instruction and
recording spaces at the heart of the Village. For these and other
efforts, Branford received an Honorary Doctorate of Letters from
Tulane University in 2017, adding to a series of awards including three
Grammys and his citation (together with his father and brothers) as a
Jazz Master by the National Endowment for the Arts.
Branford continues to spread the message of his music around the
world, including Russia, where he appeared in St. Petersburg’s hostcity celebration of International Jazz Day 2018, and China, where
he headlined Shanghai’s JZ Jazz Festival the following September.
Regardless of context or location, Branford Marsalis remains steadfast
in his quest for musical excellence.
VIRTUOSI FESTIVAL BENEFACTOR

Isabel & Alfred Bader Fund,
a Bader Philanthropy
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HUMAN RIGHTS
ARTS FESTIVAL

ISABEL STRING QUARTET
SCHUBERT CELLO QUINTET
WITH JOSEPH JOHNSON

DAN SCHOOL FACULTY
FROM BADER LANE TO BROADWAY:
AN EVENING OF MUSIC THEATRE

THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 13, 2020, 7:30 PM

SATURDAY, JANUARY 25, 2020, 7:30 PM

STRING QUARTETS
BY QUEEN'S COMPOSERS

THE GREG RUNIONS JAZZ SEPTET:
SOMETHING OLD, SOMETHING NEW

SATURDAY, MARCH 21, 2020, 7:30 PM

SUNDAY, MARCH 1, 2020, 7:30 PM

THE MUSH HOLE

TRUTH, ACKNOWLEDGEMENT, RESILIENCE
Subscribe to three
or more concerts
and save 25%
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Monday, March 9, 2020 at 7:30 PM

Tickets available now!
Purchase online, by phone, or in person as follow
The Isabel: queensu.ca/theisabel
390 King Street West
Kingston, ON, K7L 2X4

Created and Produced by Santee Smith
Remounted Production by Kaha:wi Dance Theatre

Box Office: 613-533-2424
Toll-free: 1-855-533-2424
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Kaha:wi Dance Theatre is grateful to be performing The Mush Hole on the ancestral
territory of the Anishinaabeg Nations and the Haudenosaunee. Skén:nen kowa, to our
Kahnyen’kehaka family from Tyendinaga, Bay of Quinte.
We acknowledge our kinship and Dish with One Spoon treaty relationship. We honour
and acknowledge the waters and lands on which Queen’s University and the Isabel Bader
Centre for the Performing Arts thrive.
Nia:wen to the Survivors of the Mohawk Institute residential school for sharing their truth
and resilience with us.
Nia:wen for the generous support for The Mush Hole tour from Canada Council for the
Arts, Ontario Arts Council, and Toronto Arts Council.

THE MUSH HOLE

THE MUSH
HOLE

TRUTH,
ACKNOWLEDGEMENT,
RESILIENCE
Monday, March 9, 2020 at 7:30 PM
Creator/producer/Performer:
Santee Smith
Tour remount: Kaha:wi Dance Theatre
Performers:
Julianne Blackbird, Jonathan Fisher,
Raelyn Metcalfe, Montana Summers
Composition/Arrangement:
Jesse Zubot
Additional Composition:
Adrian Dion Harjo
Video Tech/Director: Ryan Webber

ABOUT THE PERFORMANCE
The Mush Hole characters are as follows:
#48 Ernest: a son, father, husband
#29 Mabel: a daughter, mother, wife
Ernest and Mabel met at residential school and had a family — a son and a daughter.
#34 Walter: a son, brother, student
#17 Grace: a daughter, sister, student
#11 The one who got away—A girl with no name or family, the runaway

Tour Lighting Designer: Andy Moro

The scenes are titled:

Costume Design: Adriana Fulop

Under Lock & Key
T’will Be Glory
Smashing Brick Crosses
What’s Your Name?
Roll Call
Serving Time
Labour Camp
Running the Gauntlet
I’m so Lonely I Could Cry

Production Support: Woodland Cultural Centre,
Thru The Red Door, Art Gallery of Guelph
Banff Centre for the Arts & Creativity, Socrates
Project—McMaster University
Company Support: Canada Council for the Arts,
Ontario Arts Council, Toronto Arts Council
Please be aware there are mature themes involved
and not recommended for ages 12 and under.
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The Mush Hole reflects the realities of the Mohawk Institute residential school experience
and offers a way to open dialogue and to heal through acknowledgement and
honouring the spirit of Survivors and families that were impacted. The Mush Hole moves
through the devastation of residential school with grace and hope for transformation
and release. Opening a small window into the atrocities inflicted on thousands of
Indigenous children, it attempts to close the door on historical amnesia. A haunting
portrayal, weaves through memories of Survivors, reliving traumas, school life, loss
of culture, remembrance, returning to find each other. The residential school legacy
and ongoing institutionalized erasure of Indigenous lives and culture is an issue that
affects all Canadians. Through specificity we find universality, The Mush Hole is a story
about hope and finding light in dark places. As much as it speaks to intergenerational
trauma, it screams resilience. Every single element that is represented on stage came
from Survivors sharing their experiences with us. After years of silence, Mohawk Institute
Survivors are courageously moving past shame and sharing their stories. The Mush Hole
is their Truth on stage” — Santee Smith

The Boiler Man
I Saw the Light
Solitary Confinement
Just A Closer Walk With Thee
The One That Got Away
Remembrance
Find My Way
We Are In This Together

Scenes depict Survivor experiences in specific locations. Site
becomes an important concept in The Mush Hole, as it reflects the
fact that the schools were also designed to more easily remove
Indigenous people from their land and their sites.
The Mush Hole is the nickname Survivors and Six Nations community
gave to the school due to the fact that mush was the staple
food. Servings of mush were often three times a day and wormy.
Withholding food and hunger was an across the board ingredient to
the residential school experience.
The apples in The Mush Hole are significant. Being surrounded by an
orchard, the starved and growing children were strictly forbidden
to eat the apples and were severely punished if they picked any for
themselves. Corporal punishment of strappings most often escalated
into beatings, on the body’s most sensitive parts. If students showed
strength by not crying or reacting, the beating intensity increased to
break them down.
Initiation into the school was done through violence. To fight and
harden the spirit was a part of the school life for both boys and girls.
“Serving time” is the way Survivor’s qualify their time as it paralleled
the prison experience. It’s not a stretch to know that many residential
school Survivors later found comfort and security from within the
prison system. This also reflects the disproportionate numbers of
Indigenous people in prison today.
Santee Smith began the initial concept during the University of
Waterloo’s Mush Hole Project 2016. Her vision for The Mush Hole
began as a short performance installation created inside the Boy’s
Playroom. In January 2017, the Woodland Cultural Centre offered
a creation residency. In February 2017, The Mush Hole closed the
Art Gallery of Guelph’s Exhibition 150 Acts: Art, Activism, Impact. In
August 2018, The Mush Hole received a production residency at the
Banff Centre for Arts & Creativity. The premiere was supported by
the Prismatic Arts Festival in Halifax, Nova Scotia. The Mush Hole was
selected as a featured presentation at the Socrates Project McMaster
University. Kaha:wi Dance Theatre is thrilled to be able to produce
the 2019/2020 tour of The Mush Hole.

THE MOHAWK INSTITUTE A.K.A.
THE MUSH HOLE
The Mohawk Institute is the oldest residential school in Canada,
after which all others were modelled. Operated in Brantford, Ontario
from 1828 to 1970, it served as an Industrial boarding school for
First Nations children from Six Nations, as well as other communities
throughout Ontario and Quebec. For 142 years, the modus operandi
of the school was to forcefully assimilate children into EuroChristian society and sever the continuity of culture from parent
to child. Canada’s first prime minister Sir John A. MacDonald and
superintendent Duncan Campbell Scott were the main perpetrators
of the residential school system, quoting Scott, schools were
designed “to get rid of the Indian problem.“ Run in military style,
children learned very little in the way of schooling rather serving
as labourers. They experienced a range of abuses from sexual, food
deprivation experiments, and corporal punishment at the hands of
faculty and staff.

Sir John A. MacDonald, 1883—Prime Minister of Canada
“When the school is on the reserve, the child lives with its parents, who
are savages, and though he may learn to read and write, his habits and
training mode of thought are Indian. He is simply a savage who can
read and write. It has been strongly impressed upon myself, as head of
the Department, that Indian children should be withdrawn as much as
possible from the parental influence, and the only way to do that would
be to put them in central training industrial schools where they will
acquire the habits and modes of thought of white men."

After closing in 1970, it reopened in 1972 as the Woodland Cultural
Centre. In the 2013 results of a Six Nations of the Grand River
community referendum, 98% voted in favour of restoring the
residential school as opposed to its demolition. The reasons for
restoration of the site are: to transform it into an educational site,
to continue to expose and reflect on the truths of the Canadian
government/church assimilation policies, to remember and support
Survivors and their legacies, to uphold the spirit of children that
"served time" in the schools to heal. In 2014, the Mohawk Institute
"Save the Evidence" campaign began and continues until the
building is restored. The Mush Hole performance is also an effort in
commemorating and healing through the sharing of truth.
The Mush Hole was created in connection with Survivors, their
writings, interviews and the Survivor Series Talks at the Woodland
Cultural Centre. Creation began within the building and on the
grounds of the Mohawk Institute. Survivors, such as Roberta Hill, had
a chance to witness and offer feedback to the performance along the
way. She said, ”The Mush Hole performance brought back memories
and was very validating emotionally. I was able to relate to the chaos
and turmoil in a relationship that was so similar to my own. I lived that
life I was seeing on stage. The impacts of residential school are deep
and left me with emotional and psychological scars.”
Incorporating the bricks and mortar, the grounds of the Mohawk
Institute, The Mush Hole travels into the environment and specific
rooms where experiences took place. The Boy’s Playroom was a
small jail cell and had zero toys. It was a basement room where boys
were made to fight and where they hugged the hot water pipes for
warmth and stared out the window down the long driveway in wait
of parents and family that might take them home or not. Hardly a
room, under the staircase cubby hole was the solitary confinement.
The loudness of the boiler room concealed Survivors' cries from
abuse; sexual assaults there were perpetrated mostly on the boys. The
laundry room where the girls toiled was also a loud room in which to
hide abuse. The visitation room where parents had supervised visits,
so stress ridden that time was spent crying, and where family gifts
and packages were taken away. The school was child labour camp
with prison mentality, devoid of positive and nurturing touch.
Two generations of Survivors are represented, demonstrating the
intergenerational effects, and the long history of residential school.
Survivors speak about their inability to show and receive love.
They struggle with addictions and PTSD fallouts. Stripped of their
humanity, students were identified only by their institutional numbers
and not their names. Survivor brick scratchings, children’s hidden
chalk and pencil scribbles are still present at the Mohawk Institute.
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NIA:WEN KOWA / ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS:
Duncan Campbell Scott, 1920 - Deputy Superintendent
General of Indian Affairs from 1913 until 1932
“I want to get rid of the Indian problem...our objective is to continue until
there is not an Indian that has not been absorbed into the body politic,
and there is no Indian question, and no Indian Department…”

PRODUCTION CREDITS
Artistic Producer/Director/Performer: Santee Smith
Tour remount: Kaha:wi Dance Theatre
Cultural Advisors: Geronimo Henry, Thohahoken
Michael Doxtater, Roberta Hill
Performers: Jonathan Fisher, Julianne Blackbird,
Montana Summers, Raelyn Metcalfe
Composition/Arrangement: Jesse Zubot
Additional Composition: Adrian Dion Harjo

"As much as it speaks to
intergenerational trauma it
screams resilience. Every single
element that is represented
on stage came from Survivors
sharing their experiences
with us. After years of silence
Mohawk Institute Survivors
are courageously moving past
shame and sharing their story.
The Mush Hole is their truth
on stage.” —SANTEE SMITH

Songs: “Find My May”, commissioned remix by Nick Sherman;
“The Storm” by Iskwe; "I Saw The Light" by Hank Williams;
"I'm So Lonesome I Could Cry" by Hank Williams, "Just a Closer Walk
With Thee" by Patsy Cline; T’will be Glory, Martin Family Singers
from the album “Kaha:wi”.
Video Tech/Director: Ryan Webber
Set/Original Lighting Designer: Andy Moro
Costume Designer: Adriana Fulop
Set Construction: Great Lakes Scenic Studios
Production Support/Videographer: Shane Powless
Production Tour Manager/Tour Lighting Designer: Evan Sandham
Stage Manager: Kennedy Brooks
Voice-over: Rob Lamothe
Additional Costumes: Leigh Smith
Production Support: Woodland Cultural Centre, Thru The Red Door,
Art Gallery of Guelph, Banff Centre for the Arts & Creativity
Production Manager: Karin Stubenvoll
Production Coordinator: Pia Ferrari
Lead Video Technician: Jennifer Chiasson
Video Practicum Participants: Kevin Oliver, Christopher Bussey,
James MacKinnon
Studio Technician, Cameraman, Video Actor: Aubrey Fernandez
Audio Post Engineer: Edward Renzi
Lead Animator: Sasha Stanojevic
Animation and Design Practicum Participants: Rimsha Nadeem,
Frank Seager
Video Actors: Carver Kirby, Kevin Oliver
Tour Production Support: K.M. Hunter Foundation
Company Support:

Kaha:wi Dance Theatre Board of Directors:
Janis Monture, Danbi Cho, Paula Laing, Jessica Powless.
For more information: kahawidance.org @kahawidance @santeesmith
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Nia:wen to the people who have offered insight into the work:
Katsi Cook, Louise McDonald, Jan Longboat, Amos Key Jr., Steven and
Leigh Smith, Dawn Martin-Hill, Doug George-Kanentiio and through
the Woodland Cultural Centre’s Survivor Series Talks: John Elliot,
Bud Whiteye, Sherlene Bomberry as well as staff. In premiering
The Mush Hole, Santee Smith acknowledges the generous support
of Canada Council for the Arts; Ontario Arts Council; Hnatyshyn
Foundation—REVEAL Indigenous Arts Award 2017; The Mush Hole
Project 2016—University of Waterloo; Arts Gallery of Guelph—
Exhibition 150 Acts: Art, Activism, Impact 2018; Banff Centre for Arts
& Creativity—production residency, Prismatic Arts Festival—premiere
and The Socrates Project/McMaster University. Kaha:wi Dance Theatre
acknowledges the support and hard work of presenters: IMPACT 19
Festival, Young People’s Theatre, Public Energy, Manitoba Theatre
for Young People, Burlington Performing Arts Centre, Isabel Bader
Centre for the Performing Arts at Queen’s University, National
Museum of the American Indian—Washington DC.

RAELYN METCALFE
Performing as #17 / Grace
Raised in Vancouver and based in Toronto,
Raelyn is Plains Cree from Saskatchewan.
She is a graduate of The Conteur Dance
Academy. Her love of performing began
with ballet and transitioned her into other
styles, including musical theatre. She has
trained with The Richmond Academy
of Dance, MOVE: the company, and The Conteur Academy. In 2015,
Raelyn had the pleasure of working with Conteur Dance Company, a
preview development show under the direction of Artistic Director
Eryn Waltman. Raelyn has also worked with Aria Evans who is
artistic director of Political Movement. In 2017, Raelyn performed
Aria’s work Voice of a Nation, commissioned by the Toronto Concert
Orchestra. Revisiting her identity and background, Raelyn had the
opportunity to perform as a dancer at the 2018 Indspire Awards along
with Santee Smith, the founding artistic director of Kaha:wi Dance
Theatre. Following her passion of performing both on stage and on
film, Raelyn is a dedicated dance artist who wishes to continue her
inspiration for others.

THE COLLABORATORS:
JULIANNE BLACKBIRD
Performing as #11 /
The One Who Got Away
Julianne is from the Mohawk Nation,
Turtle Clan from Six Nations of the Grand
River Territory and attends McKinnon Park
Secondary School in grade 12. Julianne
has been dancing since age three, in
all genres including jazz, tap, hip hop,
lyrical, contemporary, ballet, and pointe. In 2014, Julianne danced
in The Gift in Toronto for Mercedes Bernardez. She was an extra in
the documentary A Desert Between Us & Them: Raiders, Traitors, and
Refugees in the War of 1812 in 2013. Julianne has performed with
Santee Smith at the opening ceremonies of the 2017 North American
Indigenous Games, 2017 World Indigenous Peoples Conference on
Education closing ceremonies, 2018 Indspire Awards, The Mush Hole
(2017-2020), Junior Harbourfront Festival 2018, and Blood Tides 2018
and 2019. Julianne performed in Saia’tatokénhti: Homage to Saint Kateri
with the McGill Chamber Orchestra in October 2018, directed and
choreographed by Alejandro Ronceria.

JONATHAN FISHER
Performing as #48 / Ernest
Jonathan has been acting professionally
for the past 27 years. Selected theatre
credits include: Almighty Voice and His
Wife (Native Earth Performing Arts), The
Rez Sisters, 400 Kilometres, The Hours That
Remain (Magnus Theatre), Dry Lips Oughta
Move To Kapuskasing (Red Roots Theatre),
fareWel (Prairie Theatre Exchange), A Trickster’s Tale (Theatre Direct),
Copper Thunderbird (National Arts Centre), Tales of an Urban Indian
(Talk Is Free Theatre), Night (Human Cargo); Elle (Theatre Passe
Muraille), The Berlin Blues, Ipperwash (Blyth Festival), Reckoning
(Article 11), Home is a Beautiful Word (Persephone Theatre), Weaving
Reconciliation: Our Way (Vancouver Moving Theatre Company),
and Bystander (Gwaandak Theatre).

SANTEE SMITH
Creator/Artistic Producer/Director/
Performing as #29 / Mabel
Santee is a multidisciplinary artist, awardwinning producer and Artistic Director of
Kaha:wi Dance Theatre. She is from the
Kahnyen’kehàka Nation, Turtle Clan, Six
Nations of the Grand River. Her passion is
creating performance from an Indigenous
lens and process. Her training includes: Canada’s National Ballet
School, Physical Education and Psychology degrees from McMaster
University, and a M.A. in Dance from York University. Kaha:wi Dance
Theatre is an internationally renowned company with numerous
productions including the recent Blood Tides, which garnered two
Dora Mavor Moore Awards in Dance. Santee’s commissions include
international collaborations with companies such as National Arts
Centre Orchestra, among others. Santee was appointed as Chancellor
of McMaster University in 2019.

MONTANA SUMMERS
Performing as #34 / Walter, a.k.a.
Wall Eye
Montana is from the Oneida First Nation
of the Thames. Montana began training
in the exploration of Indigenous and
contemporary dance when he was
accepted into the Indigenous Dance
Residency (2015) and Kaha:wi Dance
Theatre’s Summer Intensive (2016). Montana has also had the chance
to work with Kaha:wi Dance Theatre’s Artistic Director Santee Smith
with other performances and projects including The Honouring
(2015-17), Medicine Bear, I Lost My Talk — National Arts Centre Orchestra
(2016), and for the Opening of the North American Indigenous Games
(2017). Additionally, Montana joined Backyard Theatre for his first
acting performance in The Other Side of the River (2019). Montana now
focuses on creating and teaching workshops/classes for young ages in
his home city of London, Ontario.
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GAELIC STORM
It’s hard to imagine a band just coming into their own after 20
years of success, but that’s exactly what makes a true anomaly.
This multi-national, Celtic juggernaut grows stronger with each
live performance, and as you can imagine, after two decades and
over 2,000 shows, it is a true force to be reckoned with. With their
latest release, Go Climb a Tree, their music has never sounded more
representative of themselves as musicians and as live performers.
The band attributes its continued success to its fanatic audience,
and it’s a well-diversified crowd for sure. The country-music folks
adore the storytelling, the bluegrass-heads love the instrumentals,
Celtic fans love their devotion to tradition, and the rockers simply
relish the passion they play their instruments with. Each band
member, in their own way, expresses a deep gratitude for their fans,
but it’s best summed up in the words of Patrick Murphy: “The fans
are the ones that have given us this life. We’re here for them.”

"$"$"$"$"$"$

On Go Climb a Tree, co-founders of Gaelic Storm, Steve Twigger and
Patrick Murphy, along with longtime friend and co-writer Steve
Wehmever, are again at the helm of song-writing duties. The album
has everything—party drinking songs The Beer Song patriotic anthems
Green, White and Orange, beautiful folk songs Monday Morning Girl,
spritely instrumentals The Night of Tomfoolery, perfectly poppy songs
Shine On, and even a raucous pirate song Shanghai Kelly. When
speaking of the overall concept of the album, Patrick Murphy gives
some insight: “With all the craziness and division in the world, we
wanted to make an album about ‘contemplative escapism.’ Go Climb
a Tree certainly isn’t about dropping out of the conversation, it’s just
about taking a short hiatus to recharge the batteries before you take
on the world again.”

Gaelic Storm takes a true blue-collar, hard-nose approach to touring,
consistently traveling the USA and internationally over 200 days a
year, forging a unique path in the Celtic music world. “You have to see
us live. We are the true working-man's band,” says Ryan Lacey, who
joined the lineup in 2003. “We still, and most likely always will, tour
most of the year, and that’s how we constantly hone our craft.”
The dedication to live shows date all the way back to the mid-1990s,
when Gaelic Storm kicked off its career as a pub band in Santa
Monica, California. Due to their discovery at the pub, by the end of
the decade, the musicians had appeared in the blockbuster film
Titanic (where they performed “Irish Party in Third Class”). This laid the
groundwork for a career that would eventually find them topping the
Billboard World Chart six times, making appearances at mainstream
music festivals, and regularly headlining the largest Irish Festivals
across the country, all the while gaining a reputation as a genrebending Irish rock band, whose songs mix Celtic traditions with
something uniquely creative.
Looking to the future, Gaelic Storm is excited about what lies ahead.
They’ve added a new fiddle player, Katie Grennen, and she has
affectionately become the “purple squirrel” of the band, meaning she
is the perfect new addition. Pete Purvis, who joined the band in 2005,
said, “With the addition of Katie, the band has never sounded better,
we’re gelling on a whole new level, and the idea of sharing these new
songs with our fans is exciting!”

ATTENTION STORM CHASERS!

GAELIC STORM
Tuesday, March 10, 2020 at 7:30 PM

Patrick Murphy: Accordion, Spoons, Bodhrán, Harmonica, Lead Vocals
Steve Twigger: Guitar, Bouzouki, Mandolin, Lead Vocals
Ryan Lacey: Djembe, Doumbek, Surdo, Cajón, Ukulele, Vocals, Various Percussion
Peter Purvis: Highland Bagpipes, Uillean pipes, DegerPipes, Whistle
Katie Grennan: Fiddle, Vocals
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WEDDING? ANNIVERSARY? HAVE A BIG EVENT?
WE WELCOME YOU TO THE ISABEL.

“Simply a genius, a star.”
		—Chucho Valdés

THE AMBER ROOM

Lobby Event Inquiries:
613.533.6000 ext. 77455

LUIS M. GELL FEDEZ-CUETO

34 Princess St, Kingston
amberroom.ca

Concert Hall Rental Inquiries:
613.533.6000 ext. 75822
IBCPAbook@queensu.ca

HAVANA HEAT

ALDO LÓPEZ-GAVILÁN,
JAZZ PIANIST
Thursday, March 12, 2020 at 7:30 PM
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“He is praised for his “dazzling
technique and rhythmic fire” in
The Seattle Times and dubbed
a “formidable virtuoso”
—The Times (London UK)

ALDO LÓPEZ-GAVILÁN, Piano
Cuban pianist and composer Aldo López-Gavilán excels in both the
jazz and classical worlds, and as a performer of his own electrifying
jazz compositions. He is back at the Isabel by popular demand.
Praised for his “dazzling technique and rhythmic fire” in the Seattle
Times and dubbed a “formidable virtuoso” by The Times of London,
Cuban pianist and composer Aldo López-Gavilán excels in both the
jazz and classical worlds as a performer of his own electrifying jazz
compositions as well as a recitalist, concerto soloist, and chamber
music collaborator. He has appeared in prestigious venues around
the world.

HAVANA HEAT
ALDO LÓPEZGAVILÁN,
JAZZ PIANIST

Thursday, March 12, 2020 at 7:30 PM

Aldo López-Gavilán, Piano
Ruy Adrian López-Nussa, drums
Julio César González, bass
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During the past decade, López-Gavilán’s collaborators have included
some of the greatest artists in the classical, popular music, and jazz
fields. López-Gavilán’s Carnegie Hall debut took place in November
of 2012, when he was invited to participate in the hall’s prestigious
Voces de Latino América festival. That same month, he played a
two-piano concert with his colleague Harold López-Nussa in Miami.
Aldo López-Gavilán was born in Cuba to a family of internationally
acclaimed classical musicians, his father a conductor and composer,
his mother a concert pianist. At the age of two, he had written his
first musical composition. By four, his mother introduced the budding
prodigy to the piano, and he began formal piano studies at the age of
seven. His first international triumph was at the age of eleven when
he won a Danny Kaye International Children’s Award, organized by
UNICEF. Parallel to his classical abilities, López-Gavilán developed
remarkable skills in improvisation. He was invited to perform in
the world-famous Havana Jazz Festival with the legendary Chucho
Valdés, who called him “simply a genius, a star.”

His recording career began in 1999 with the CD En el ocaso de la
hormiga y el elefante, which won the 2000 Grand Prix at Cubadisco
as well as awards in the jazz and first-works categories. In 2005, he
was invited to join a group of prestigious Cuban pianists to create an
album and documentary in honor of Frank Emilio, Amor y piano. He
was also included in a DVD set, Cuban Pianists: The History of Latin Jazz.
López-Gavilán’s second album, Talking to the Universe, was a success
with audiences and critics alike. In 2006, he gave a concert of his
newest works that was later turned into his third album, Soundbites.
Two years later he was included in a documentary on the history
of Latin jazz in Cuba titled ¡Manteca, Mondongo y Bacalao con Pan!,
directed by Pavel Giroud. It was in that same year that he recorded
his fourth CD, Dimensional, which afforded him the flexibility for more
musical experimentation. He was also hired to compose the music for
a TV documentary titled El Proceso: la historia no contada. In 2009 he
released his fifth album, Aldo López-Gavilán en vivo, and finished his
first live DVD, Más allá del ocaso, which included orchestral selections
and jazz compositions. He also composed original music for the film
Casa vieja by acclaimed Cuban director Lester Hamlet. In May 2012,
he released his sixth album, De todos los colores y también verde.
Under the lead of renowned Grammy Award-winning violinist
Joshua Bell, Aldo aided in the organization of “Seasons of Cuba,” a
PBS Special that took place at the Lincoln Center on December 2016,
celebrating a new era of cultural diplomacy with a vibrant program
that spanned from Vivaldi classics to Piazzolla tangos and beyond.
Some of the prestigious artists joining Bell and López-Gavilán were:
Dave Matthews, the Chamber Orchestra of Havana, singer-songwriter
Carlos Varela, and soprano Larisa Martínez.

RUY ADRIAN LÓPEZ-NUSSA, Composer,
Drummer and Percussionist
Ruy Adrian López Nussa was born on August 30th, 1986 in Havana,
Cuba. He studied at the Amadeo Roldán Conservatory focusing in
percussion and in 2009 graduated from ISA (Higher Art Institute) as
a percussionist. Ruy Adrian’s ability, virtuosity, and versatility allowed
him to play with prestigious musicians such as Frank Fernández,
Bobby Carcacés, Ernan López-Nussa, Aldo López Gavilán Junco,
Santiago Feliú, Harold López-Nussa, Roberto Carcacés, Joao Donato,
Grupo Mezcla, Habana Ensemble, Lázaro Valdés, Ogguere, Raúl

Paz, Haydee Milanés, David Torrens, Julito Padrón, and others. Ruy
Adrian has performed not only in the main stages in Cuba but also
at acclaimed international events such as Festival Banlieues Bleues,
Cully Jazz Festival, Jazz sous les Pommiers, Jazz an Orleans, Festival
International de Jazz de Montréal, North Sea Jazz Festival, Montreux
Jazz Festival, Archeo Jazz, Les Coleurs du Jazz, Jazz Mix, Barranquijazz,
Monterrey Jazz Festival, Marathon du Jazz, Vortex and Sunside, the 40
VOLL.DAMM International Festival of Barcelona, Newport Jazz Festival,
Playboy Jazz Festival, and others. In 2008, he performed in a special
concert with Cuban maestro Frank Fernández and the Moscow State
Symphony Orchestra in the Great Hall of the Moscow Tchaikovsky
Conservatory. In addition, in 2018, he performed at the Philharmonie
de Paris as part of The AfroCuban Experience, a project directed by his
brother, Harold Lopez- Nussa. He has participated and collaborated in
more than a dozen music recordings and has also made incursions in
the film industry. He and his brother, Harold Lopez –Nussa, composed
the music of El Camino de las Gaviotas, a cartoon produced by Cuba
and Brazil. He has performed the music of Fábula (a Cuban film by
Lester Hamlet), El tren de la línea norte (a Cuban documentary by
Marcelo Martín), and El ultimo Balsero. Ruy Adrian has been endorsed
by the prestigious cymbals brand Sabian and by Canopus Drums.

JULIO CESAR GONZALEZ OCHOA, Bass
Julio Cesar Gonzalez Ochoa was born on September 8th, 1984 in the
city of Holguin, Cuba. He began his musical training when he was
only eight years old, at the Paulita Concepción Conservatory and
continued his studies of guitar at the Amadeo Roldan Conservatory.
Right after graduation, Julio was called to perform with several of the
most popular bands in Havana. He has performed and recorded with
most of the big names in Cuba’s musical scene, as well as with several
well-known international stars such as Dave Matthews, Jackson
Browne, Esperanza Spalding, Joshua Bell, Ivan Lins, and many others.
Being part of some of the most prestigious jazz projects in Cuba, Julio
has been touring the world for the past few years and played some of
the most respected venues like the Lincoln Center and the Kennedy
Center, as well as many well-known festivals such as San Francisco
Jazz Festival, Rockport Jazz, and Playboy Jazz Festival.
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your passion.
your plan.
your legacy.

Yolanda Bruno, winner of the 2017 Isabel Overton Bader
Canadian Violin Competition at Queen’s University

The beauty of the arts at the Isabel can be part of your gift to the future.
There is a magnificent way to leave your legacy.
Offering a place to
sit and enjoy great
food and service
in a comfortable
atmosphere.

SAT & SUN
8AM - 3PM
1530 Bath Road, Kingston

Restaurant: 613-766-3423
www.toastandjamcafe.ca

Antoine Saito

MON - FRI
7:30AM - 3PM

If the importance of excellence and
the arts is where your passion lies,
please consider joining other visionary
performing arts lovers by making the
Isabel part of your legacy.
You can bring the joy of the performing
arts to future generations by making a gift
to the Isabel through your estate plan.
Every legacy we receive supports our
work. Every gift, no matter the amount,
makes it possible for us to provide
outstanding cultural and intercultural
experiences for our audiences.

planning
makes a

difference
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YOU CAN CREATE A LEGACY WITH:

•
•
•
•

A bequest in your will
A gift of life insurance
Gifts of appreciated securities
Gifts of registered accounts
(RRSPs, RRIFs, TFSAs)

Any of these gifts can be directed to the
Isabel’s IBCPA Concert Series Fund, which
helps attract the best artists in the world to
engage and inspire audiences of all ages—
from Queen’s students to members of the
wider Kingston community and beyond.
We are truly grateful for every act of
generosity from people like you, who make
the decision to pass the performing arts on
to future generations; a gift that will ensure
that your passion for the Isabel lives on.

With your bequest, you can join the Queen’s
Royal Legacy Society. The Queen's Royal
Legacy Society recognizes alumni and
friends who thoughtfully make a planned
gift to Queen's through bequest or another
future gift commitment. Donors are
welcomed with a certificate of appreciation
in addition to having their names inscribed
on the Royal Legacy donor recognition wall
in Douglas Library.
If you have already included the Isabel
in your estate plans or if you have any
questions, please don’t hesitate to get
in touch with either:
Tricia Baldwin at 613-533-6000 x75168
tricia.baldwin@queensu.ca or
Anna Samulak at 613-533-6000 x78280
anna.samulak@queensu.ca.
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"I have rarely felt that much
energy and joie de vivre
pouring out of a group … a
joyous rush of Afro-Cuban jazz."
		—Ottawajazzscene.ca

OKAN
Afro-Cuban, Jazz, Latin, World Music,
Classical Toronto-based band.
Elizabeth Rodriguez and Magdelys Savigne,
Co-leaders, Composers, and Multi-Instrumentalists

KSENIJA HOTIC (KHP)

From the Lincoln and Kennedy centers to the Isabel, OKAN’s
Cuban co-leaders, composers, and multi-instrumentalists
Elizabeth Rodriguez and Magdelys Savigne and band bring a fresh
perspective to Latin and world jazz fusion through their powerful
vocals, incredible musicianship, and potent lyrical content. They
are Independent Music Award winners in Jazz and World Music
Categories and Rising Star Stingray Award Winners. Both are
JUNO-nominees for their work with Battle of Santiago and
Grammy-nominees and JUNO winners for their contributions to
Jane Bunnett and Maqueque of which they are former members.
Taking its name from the word for heart or soul in the Afro-Cuban
religion of Santeria, OKAN fuses Afro-Cuban and other global rhythms
with jazz, folk and classical forms. Embracing genres and roles that
have historically been dominated by men, co-leaders, composers
and multi-instrumentalists Elizabeth Rodriguez and Magdelys Savigne
bring a fresh perspective to Latin and world jazz through their
amazing artistry.
Born in Havana, Cuba, Elizabeth Rodriguez is a classically trained
violinist who served as concertmaster for Havana’s Youth Orchestra.
Magdelys Savigne hails from Santiago de Cuba and graduated with
honours in orchestral percussion from Havana’s University of the Arts.

AFRO-CUBAN
ADVENTURE
OKAN
Thursday, March 19, 2020 at 7:30 PM

"$"$"$"$"$"$
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Living and collaborating in the intensely multicultural city of Toronto
has enriched OKAN’s compositions with influences from Brazil,
Spain and New Orleans. Having performed at the Beaches, Toronto
and Markham Jazz Festivals as well as Harbourfront, Lulaworld Kultrun
and the National Arts Centre, OKAN will tour Canada and the
USA in 2019/20.
Backed by some of the Canada's finest jazz and Latin players such
as Miguel de Armas, Roberto Riveron, Frank Martinez, Bill King,
Danae Olano, and Jeremy Ledbetter and with ample experience on
both large and intimate stages, OKAN also performs as a quintet.
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GINI ROSEN
ENSEMBLE SERIES
Erika Raum, violin
Marie Bérard, violin
Steven Dann, viola
Thomas Wiebe, cello
Joaquin Valdepeñas, clarinet
Peter Tiefenbach, piano
Patricia O’Callaghan, soprano

PROGRAM

JOHANNES BRAHMS		Clarinet Quintet in B minor, Op. 115
(1833-1897)
Allegro

Adagio
Andantino—Presto non assai, ma con sentimento
Con moto
—INTERMISSION—

WALTER KAUFMANN		String Quartet No. 11		
Lento—Allegro ma non troppo
Un poco grave
Allegro molto
Allegro barbarico

(1907-1984)

A LITTLE BIT IN LOVE:
BERNSTEIN AND BRAHMS

ARC ENSEMBLE with
PATRICIA O'CALLAGHAN, SOPRANO

LEONARD BERNSTEIN 		Eight Songs (arr. Peter Tiefenbach)
(1918-1990)

“Something’s Coming” from West Side Story
“I Can Cook, Too” from On the Town
“A Little Bit in Love” from Wonderful Town
“It Must Be So” from Candide

Tuesday, March 24, 2020 at 7:30 PM

“I Am Easily Assimilated” from Candide
“Nothing More Than This” from Candide
“Some Other Time” from On the Town
“New York, New York” from On the Town
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ARC ENSEMBLE
Nominated for its third Grammy Award in 2016, the ARC Ensemble is
among Canada's most distinguished cultural ambassadors. Although
the ensemble performs a wide range of music, its preoccupation
continues to be the research and recovery of music that was
suppressed and marginalized under the 20th century's repressive
regimes. A growing number of hitherto unknown masterworks are
rejoining the repertoire as a result of the ARC Ensemble's work.
The ARC Ensemble has appeared at major festivals and series,
including the Budapest Spring Festival, the Enescu Festival
(Bucharest), New York's Lincoln Center Festival, Canada's Stratford
Festival, Amsterdam's Concertgebouw, London's Wigmore and
Cadogan Halls and Washington's Kennedy Center. The ARC
Ensemble's “Music in Exile” series has been presented in Tel Aviv,
Warsaw, Toronto, New York and London, and its performances and
recordings (on Sony's RCA Red Seal label and Chandos) continue to
earn unanimous critical acclaim and regularly broadcasts on stations
around the world.
PATRICIA O’CALLAGHAN, SOPRANO

ABOUT TONIGHT'S PROGRAM
In 1891, a year after he had resolved to stop composing, Brahms
heard clarinettist Richard Mühlfeld perform. Enchanted, he wrote
two chamber works with clarinet that very summer: the Op. 114 Trio
and the Op. 115 Quintet. Critics have described the quintet’s mood
as “autumnal”, “nostalgic”, and “subdued”. Indeed, all four movements
end softly; its principal themes fall from on high; the oscillation—and
frequent blurring—of key, especially between minor and major,
creates pervasive modal ambiguity.
Brahms’ sensuous scoring stands out, too. In the Allegro, the clarinet
blends beautifully with the strings, whether wedding the strings
together with its thick tone or rising up from its depths to soar
above its companions. Over muted and gently undulating strings in
the Adagio floats the clarinet’s delicately sighing motive. The third
movement oddly inverts the traditional scheme of the scherzo,
here trio-scherzo-(trio). The finale, a theme with five variations, each
showcasing different instruments, closes with a sudden review of the
work’s opening themes, suggesting that the quintet’s persona realizes
that no matter what lovely thoughts cross its mind, or what beautiful
places it visits, or good company it shares, that it simply cannot shake
a deep, lingering sadness.
Upon the rise of Nazism, Czech-born Jewish composer Walter
Kaufmann found refuge in Mumbai. In 1936, he composed All-India
Radio’s signature violin tune that has aired ever since, quoted in the
finale of his Eleventh Quartet (1939). After the war Kaufmann became
the Winnipeg Symphony’s founding music director before a fruitful
appointment in musicology at Indiana University. As Simon Wynberg
explains, the quartet, revived in 2018 by the ARC Ensemble in Toronto,
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“seamlessly melds Indian and Western traditions,
drawing on the Shubapantuvarali, Natabhairavi and Shivaranjani
ragas in the first, second and fourth movements, respectively.
Obvious Indian elements emerge in the repeated notes and
drone effects on the cello.”
Bernstein’s most enduring creation is the score for the Broadway
musical West Side Story (1957), a transposition of Shakespeare’s
Romeo and Juliet to the gang-ridden Upper West Side of the 1950s
that incorporates popular musical styles—Tin Pan Alley, bebop,
Latin rhythm. “Something’s Coming” ranks among the greatest
musical expressions of anticipation.
His comic operetta Candide, a satirical critique of McCarthyism,
with a book by Lillian Hellman after Voltaire, predated West Side
Story by only a year. Its kaleidoscopic overture, four minutes of
frantic fun, establishes the mood and is firmly entrenched in the
concert repertoire, almost as breathtaking to listen to as it is to play.

Comprised of the senior faculty of The Royal Conservatory's Glenn
Gould School, with special guests drawn from the organization's most
accomplished students and alumni, the ARC Ensemble's core group
consists of piano, string quartet and clarinet with additional forces as
repertoire demands. The ARC Ensemble collaborates with a range of
artists; they include the pianist Leon Fleisher, the novelist Yann Martel,
actors Saul Rubinek and R.H. Thompson, and composers R. Murray
Schafer, Omar Daniel, and Vincent Ho.
EXIT: MUSIC, a documentary describing the ensemble's work,
premiered in November 2016 and has been screened at a number
of international festivals. It is distributed internationally by First Run
Features in the USA and EuroArts, Berlin and other territories. The
ARC Ensemble's most recent release, its sixth, is devoted to the
music of the Auschwitz survivor and onetime conductor of the
camp's orchestra, Szymon Laks. The recording was nominated
for a 2018 JUNO Award. Highlights of ARC's 2019 season include
concerts at Amsterdam's Concertgebouw, Ferrara Musica, and
UCLA's Schoenberg Hall.
James Conlon, Music Director of the Los Angeles Opera and a pioneer
in the recovery of lost twentieth century repertoire, is the ARC
Ensemble's Honorary Chairman, its Artistic Director is Simon Wynberg.

PATRICIA O'CALLAHAN
Patricia O’Callaghan is something of a wandering minstrel. Her
fifteen-year career has taken her across genres, continents, and a
range of disciplines and passions.
Her recording career spans six solo CDs and many interesting guest
collaborations. A speaker of French, Spanish, and German, her early
recordings focused on European cabaret, and she is considered
a specialist in the music of Kurt Weill. Patricia has performed his
Threepenny Opera, Seven Deadly Sins, and Kleine Mahagonny with
Soulpepper Theatre Company, Edmonton Opera, and Vancouver
Opera, to name a few.
One of Patricia’s most unique talents is the ability to blend a variety
of languages and musical genres seamlessly together in her concerts,
and completely embody whatever style she is singing at any given
moment.
Patricia has sung with some of the world’s great ensembles and artists
(for example, Orpheus Chamber Orchestra, Don Byron Quartet,
Bryn Terfel), and has performed in venues that range from London’s
Royal Opera House to New York’s Noho cabaret Le Poisson Rouge.
Patricia also writes and co-writes songs and has had the honor of
premiering many new compositions, from both the classical and pop
worlds. It has been her great privilege to work with such creators as
R. Murray Schafer, David Braid, Dennis Lee, Christos Hatzis, George
Aperghis, Steve Reich, and Steven Page, to name a few.
Patricia’s film, theatre and television credits include her own Bravo!
special, The CBC produced Ken Finkleman series Foolish Heart,
and the semi autobiographical Rhombus / Westwind film Youkali
Hotel, which has won several prizes, including a Golden Sheaf Award
to Patricia for best female performance. Ms. O’Callaghan has also
received other awards, such as a Chalmer’s Grant from the Ontario
Arts Council and a Fleck Fellowship from the Banff Centre for the
Arts and Creativity.
She recently completed a six year stint as a Resident Artist at Toronto’s
Soulpepper Theatre Company. Her responsibilities there included
conducting, teaching, mentoring young artists, producing, curating
and performing in festivals, and developing new work.

Bernstein’s first ballet, the jazz- and big-band-inspired Fancy Free
from 1944, is about three sailors on shore leave in New York City.
Bernstein recycled the scenario later that year for the musical On the
Town, famous for the ebullient number “New York, New York”.

Recent projects are Broken Hearts and Madmen; a collaboration
with The Gryphon Trio, which blends classical music with traditional
songs from Latin America and pop songs from around the world
and Matador: The Songs of Leonard Cohen.

The city that never sleeps is again the destination for the leads
in Wonderful Town (1953), about two sisters from Columbus, Ohio
in the 1930s. The lilting and quirky “A Little Bit in Love” memorably
expresses the pangs of early love.

Brand new is her first Christmas CD, Deepest December. Covering
Renaissance to modern and hurdy gurdy to lap steel guitar. Its
beautiful carols, haunting arrangements, and unusual juxtapositions
evokes the icy frost of winter and the warmth of the hearth.

Copyright © 2009-19 Robert Rival
Robert Rival is a composer, music writer & teacher. robertrival.com
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ABOUT TONIGHT’S CONCERT
Three-time Juno Award-winning songwriter and rock musician
Tom Wilson teams up with the Kingston Symphony for a multidisciplinary literary and musical performance. In conjunction with
his new memoir, Beautiful Scars, Tom uses words and music to tell
the story of his search for identity and a family history of carefully
guarded secrets and profound acts of forgiveness. As Tom states,
“My truth was hidden from me … and finally I’m becoming a Mohawk
man.” Paired with the Kingston Symphony Orchestra, this JUNO Award
winner presents gorgeous new works originally commissioned by the
National Arts Centre. With a rare gift for storytelling and an astonishing
story to tell, Tom writes with unflinching honesty and extraordinary
compassion about his search for the truth. It’s a story about scars,
about the ones that hurt us, and the ones that make us who we are.

ABOUT TOM WILSON
Tom Wilson was raised in the rough-and-tumble world of Hamilton—
Steeltown— in the company of World War II vets, factory workers,
fall-guy wrestlers and the deeply guarded secrets kept by his parents,
Bunny and George. For decades, Tom carved out a life for himself in
shadows.

BEAUTIFUL SCARS
BY TOM WILSON
Tom Wilson, Program Creator and Singer
Darcy Hepner, Conductor and Soloist
Kingston Symphony
Jesse O'Brien, Piano/Keyboard
Paul Intson, Bass
Anthony Michelli, Drums
Wednesday, April 8, 2020 at 7:30 PM

A veteran of the Canadian music scene, Wilson has been a writer
and performer for many years. Wilson's eclectic musical style has
ranged from the psychobilly / R&B sounds of the Florida Razors, to the
western/roots style of Blackie and the Rodeo Kings and the funk/blues
inspired rock of Junkhouse. In the 1990s, Wilson fronted the band
Junkhouse, and also performed with the Florida Razors. In 1996, he
joined with Colin Linden, Stephen Fearing to form the roots rock trio
Blackie and the Rodeo Kings. In 1999, Wilson performed solo as part of
The White Ribbon Concert at the Phoenix Concert Theatre in Toronto.
In 2001, Wilson released a solo album, Planet Love, which featured
the hit Dig It, In 2006, he released his second solo album, Dog Years.
In between the release of both solo albums, he partnered up
with Daniel Lanois's older brother, Bob Lanois, to record The Shack
Recordings Volume 1, a collection of quieter acoustic songs with
Bob Lanois recording and accompanying him on blues harp on
some songs. In 2015, Wilson was commissioned by the city of
Hamilton to paint a mural depicting the history of music in the
city. Wilson's most recent project is Lee Harvey Osmond, which is a
collaborative effort with members of Cowboy Junkies and Skydiggers.
His songs have been performed by Mavis Staples, Colin James,
Stephen Fearing, Adam Gregory, Billy Ray Cyrus, Craig Northey,
David Ricketts and Edwin. Numerous Wilson songs have been
used in television, commercials, and motion pictures.
In 2017, Wilson published a memoir of his life to date, entitled
Beautiful Scars. The memoir addressed his discovery of his Mohawk
heritage, which he also addressed musically for the first time on
Lee Harvey Osmond's 2019 album Mohawk.
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He built an international music career and became a father, he battled
demons and addiction, and he waited, hoping for the lies to cease
and the truth to emerge. It would. And when it did, it would sweep
up the St. Lawrence River to the Mohawk reserves of Quebec, on to
the heights of the Manhattan skyline.
Sources: tomwilsononline.com and en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tom_Wilson_(musician).

KINGSTON SYMPHONY
The Kingston Symphony Association produces and promotes
professional quality programs of instrumental and choral music
for the education, enjoyment and enrichment of audiences in the
greater Kingston area. It is dedicated to the support, development
and showcasing of Canadian artists and composers. The Kingston
Symphony Association is also fortunate to have a Volunteer
Committee who work on its behalf to raise funds for the operation
of the organization and who provide financial awards for deserving
young musicians each season.
The Kingston Symphony Association is the umbrella organization
for six performing ensembles including the Kingston Symphony, the
Kingston Choral Society, the Kingston Youth Orchestra, the Kingston
Youth Strings, the Kingston A-Strings, and the Kingston Community
Strings. It is dedicated to musical development in our community and
through our ensembles we are able to present orchestral and choral
concerts and involve young people in this community in professionallevel musical performances and training.
The Kingston Symphony Association as it is known today was
established by Dr. Graham George in 1953 and incorporated in
1956. Under the direction of Edouard Bartlett and Alexander Brott,
the orchestra expanded to its present supplement of approximately
55 musicians. Brian Jackson was Music Director from 1982 to 1991.
Glen Fast was Music Director from 1991 to 2014 and now serves as
Conductor Emeritus. Evan Mitchell is currently the Music Director.

DARCY HEPNER, Conductor and Soloist
A seasoned performer, accomplished composer, and respected
educator, saxophonist Darcy Hepner has dedicated the past 30 years
as a jazz, R&B, and blues musician. Originally a cellist with a classical
pedigree, he switched to saxophone while studying at the University
of Miami and subsequently worked in the 1980s with such legendary
figures as B.B. King, Aretha Franklin, Sergio Mendes, and Henry
Mancini. From 1985 to 1989, he taught at the Berklee College of
Music in Boston. From 1996 to 2005, Darcy lived in New York and
worked on the Big Apple jazz scene as well as on various Broadway
and off-Broadway shows. From 1999 to 2004, he toured as a regular
member of the world renowned jazz-rock group, Blood, Sweat &
Tears. He is currently a Professor of Music at Mohawk College.
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A DOCU-DANCE ABOUT
FAMILY AND FINDING JOY
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Kathryn MacKay, Director
David Archibald, Music Director
Melissa Mahady Wilton, Director of Choreography
David Dines, Composer
Menka Nagrani, Guest Choreographer
Vincent-Nicolas Provencher, Guest Dancer
Performed by H’artists and guest performers
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A DOCU-DANCE
ABOUT FAMILY
AND FINDING JOY

PM

THE ISABEL
2019 – 20 SEASON

Friday, April 17, 2020 at 6 PM
Saturday, April 18, 2020 at 2 PM and 6 PM

ABOUT THE PERFORMANCE
Small Things is a story told through dance, spoken word, original music, and
video projections and features performances and contributions by over 50
remarkable H’artists and guest artists. Working with talented choreographers
throughout H’art Centre’s fall season, this unique work marries documentary
and dance as the stories of parents’ experiences of raising a child with
developmental disabilities are told through film intertwined with live dance
featuring their adult children onstage. The two art forms twist and turn,
and sometimes collide as these families explore the small joys they have
found together. Small Things is a moving narrated dance performance unlike
anything you’ve seen.

Celebrating the Performing Arts in our Community
SIGNATURE
SPONSOR:

SUPPORTED BY:

an Ontario government agency
un organisme du gouvernement de l’Ontario

2019 Isabel Ad.indd 1
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KINGSTON
SERIES CONNECTION

FULL FREQUENCY PRODUCTIONS

RKY CAMP
SUMMER ALBUM
FUNDRAISING
CONCERT
SUMMER’S FOR
BOYS & GIRLS

ABOUT TONIGHT’S CONCERT
This RKY camp charity album release concert will feature some of
Kingston’s finest musicians performing cover songs of favourite summer
hits from the newly released and Kingston-made album project. This will
be a fun-in-the-sun-concert with a variety of musical styles including pop,
folk, rock, oldies, and even some surf music, as well as original songs by our
talented homegrown musicians!
You’ll hear familiar songs like Four Strong Winds, Sunny Days, Driftin’, Blowin’
in the Wind, Come Dancing, Closer To Fine, and more!
All net proceeds from this concert go to support the RKY Camp
Campership Fund.

Saturday, April 25, 2020 at 7:30 PM

Aaron Holmberg,
Full Frequency Productions, Producer
Greg Ball
Rueben deGroot and Rocket Surgery
Jay Harris
Paul Langlois
Abby Stewart
The Huaraches
Thorns of Venus
And more!

We thank these outstanding artists
for their generous donation of time
and talent for this fundraising concert.
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ABOUT THE RYK CAMP
RKY Camp is a non-profit organization founded by the Rotary Club,
Kiwanis Club, and the YMCA of Kingston. It is located on Eagle Lake, north
of Kingston. RKY Camp provides value-based summer camping and
outdoor education programming to participants from all backgrounds and
abilities, encouraging them to challenge themselves, practice cooperation,
teamwork and build resiliency. All while making lifelong friends and
memories.

CAMPERSHIP FUND
RKY Camp is committed to providing summer camp and outdoor
experiences to all children and youth regardless of financial circumstances.
The Campership Fund was established to ensure support is available to
families who would otherwise be unable to send their kids to camp.
Last year RKY was able to provide camp experiences to 66 children and
youth through the “Campership Fund”.

AARON HOLMBERG,
Producer
Aaron Holmberg has been a music
engineer/mixer/producer for over 20
years. He was the live-in house engineer
at The Tragically Hip’s Bathouse Studio for
over 13 years and has worked on projects
with The Tragically Hip, Bruce Cockburn,
The Glorious Sons, Arkells, The Trews, Sarah Harmer, and Dan Aykroyd
to name a few. In 2014, Aaron co-created and produced the Christmas
is For Boys & Girls charity album which raised over $20,000 for the local
Boys & Girls Club music programs. Aaron is the Technical Director
of the Isabel Bader Centre for the Performing Arts and founder and
owner of Full Frequency Productions.

GREG BALL
Greg Ball is a keen, honest, and often
an acerbic observer of the fascinating
character traits of the people around him.
For more than 20 years, he has used his
song writing as a way to interpret and
process these observations, as well
as his own frustrations and curiosities.
With much help from his ‘tight-knit’ group of talented band mates,
Greg has released three full length albums, most recently being
Spoiled Sunday (2018).

RUEBEN DEGROOT and
ROCKET SURGERY
Rocket Surgery consists of singersongwriter Rueben DeGroot and his
supremely talented backing band. Their
unique melding of jazz, roots rock,
alternative, and progressive rock music
has kept audiences dancing and smiling. Rueben populates his songs
with an unforgettable cast of hard-luck heroes. He sets his tragi-comic
tales to infectious melodies and scintillating arrangements that call
to mind classic 70’s pop-rock. Ruben has released numerous albums
and has shared the stage with the likes Corb Lund, Sarah Harmer,
and Oh Susanna.

JAY HARRIS
Jay’s music weaves intricate narratives
that speed recklessly between lies and
wishes, hopes and doom; all dangling
listless in the fading evening light of
our childhood homes. His records
(Slow Commotions and Sundumb) were
captured live off the floor between Blue
Rodeo’s Woodshed Studio, The Tragically Hip’s Bathhouse Studio
with the support of his backing band that consists of Gord Tough
(Kathleen Edwards), Bazil Donovan (Blue Rodeo) on bass, and Cam

Giroux (Oh Susanna, Ron Sexsmith). Wayne Henning, North of the
Border Radio and CBC Radio Archivist states, “Jay is one of Canada’s
best unsung singer-songwriters. Trust me on this, he writes an
exceptional song.”

PAUL LANGLOIS
Paul Langlois has been notably
known as the guitarist of The Tragically
Hip. With two solo albums under his belt,
and cross-country tours to support them,
Paul has been quick to make a name for
himself at an independent artist in his own
right. The solo work captures Langlois'
growth as a solo artist and singer-songwriter, showcasing his powerful
lyrics and tight guitar riffs for which he is known. He is also a seasoned
producer and owns an independent record label, Ching Music.

ABBY STEWART
Abby has played some of Canada’s
biggest music festivals and has had her
music played on radio stations across
the country. A singer/songwriter from
Kingston, she has accomplished so much
in such a short period. Her versatility and
passion for music shines through whether
she’s belting out one of her radio friendly originals, a Taylor Swift or
Band Perry lyric or turns back the clock to a Dolly Parton, Anne Murray
or Buck Owens classic. Abby is a winner of the inaugural YGK Young
Musician Competition at the Isabel.

THE HUARACHES
The Huaraches are Kingston’s finest/only
purveyors of instrumental surf punk. They
take the spirit of artists like Shadowy Men
on a Shadowy Planet and The Ventures,
add reverb, jumpsuits and impunity,
then just straight-up put on a show. They
are high-energy. They have fun. They’re
contagious.

THORNS OF VENUS
Justin Bird’s compelling and energetic
stage persona has been a staple of the
Kingston music scene for years. His band,
Thorns of Venus, include top level local
musicians John ‘Bunny’ Stewart, Benji
Perosin, Alec Barken, and Rob Radford.
The band’s sound can be described as
a mixture between classic rock/glam-noir romps and alt/indie rock.
Thorns Of Venus have been featured at The Wolfe Island Festival,
The Skeleton Arts Festival, and appeared in the film Live In Kingston.
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THE ISABEL TEAM WELCOMES YOU!

MEET
AARON
HOLMBERG,
Technical
Director at
the Isabel

live music and studio recording worlds are both about delivering a
wonderful experience to the listener/concert goer, but at the core
of great productions is human relationships.
I cherish the collaborative nature and human interaction of these
worlds, whether it be 30 days creating an album in the recording
studio with a band of near strangers or working for a day with a
string quartet that just flew in from the UK and is at our hall for one
night only. Getting a hug at the end of the night from a musician you
just meet six hours earlier and that you may never meet again is an
example of how the little things can bring the greatest joy.
WHAT ARE YOU MOST PROUD OF AS THE PRODUCTION TEAM
LEADER AT THE ISABEL?

Aaron Holmberg, Technical Director of the Isabel, is also
a freelance audio producer/engineer/mixer and musician in
Kingston. As the former ‘live-in’ house engineer at The Tragically
Hip’s Bathouse Studio for nearly 15 years, he has worked on
albums with The Tragically Hip, Bruce Cockburn, Arkells, Sarah
Harmer, The Glorious Sons, Gord Downie, The Trews, and Jill
Barber to name a few. Aaron has also worked closely with
Dan Aykroyd for over seventeen years recording the Blues
Brother’s Radio Hour and various projects.
Aaron operates his freelance audio work as Full Frequency
Productions and continues to offer a variety of services
including music production, location recording, concert
promotion and acoustic consultation and design. Most recently
Aaron has found a passion in the production and composition
of sound and music for film.

WHAT INITIALLY ATTRACTED YOU TO THE ISABEL?
Music has played a lead role in my life since I was young. My passion
for recording and live music began around 15 years of age and
since then I’ve enjoyed developing my hearing to recognize the
nuances of sound, the sonic details of instruments, the sounds of a
surrounding environment that an instrument is being played in and
the relationship between the two. Basically, I’m a huge audio nerd
especially for acoustics, so when I had a private tour of the Isabel in
the summer of 2014 and walked into the world class acoustic space
that is the Isabel’s Concert Hall, I said to myself, “I’ve got to try and get
some work here, this room is a dream!!”
WHAT IS THE MOST INTERESTING CHALLENGE AT THE ISABEL?
The scope and variety of technical work that goes into successfully
presenting hundreds of concerts and events per year can be
challenging. Our team really needs to have a diverse skill set. An
acoustic concert for the National Arts Centre Orchestra requires a
four-hour installation of a 6’ x 30’ stage extension, a dozen or more
orchestra risers, piano tuning, 80+ chairs of various heights etc.
The next day might be an amplified pop band that requires 30
microphones, stage monitors, the focusing of dozens of theatrical
lights and the projection of images on a 20’ screen that hangs from
the ceiling. The work can be a little nerve wracking but that also
makes it really rewarding to execute a successful show with the
audience not noticing the wizards behind that curtain!
YOUR GREATEST JOY?
Definitely the interaction and collaboration with people. The
musicians/artists that come to perform at the Isabel, the folks in the
other departments that share the Isabel, and my co-workers. The
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Our team of arts stage technicians and our relationships with our
clients and artists. We have such an amazing team of techs who love
what they do and are so welcoming to our guests. Jesse MacMillan
and Noah Sullivan are on top of their game, and I have such respect
for their leadership in lighting and sound at the Isabel. We strive to
treat our guests as if they were coming into our own homes. Again,
it comes back to human interaction and we get so much feedback
saying how warm, welcoming, and talented our tech team is. When
your team members really love what they do and enjoy working with
each other, I strongly believe that the positive vibes are reflected in
the performances on stage.
YOU ARE PASSIONATE ABOUT SUPPORTING EMERGING
MUSICIANS. COULD YOU TELL US ABOUT YOUR ROLE IN THE
NEW YGK EMERGING ARTIST COMPETITION AT THE ISABEL
AND AT THE BOYS AND GIRLS CLUB AS WELL?
The YGK Emerging Artist Competition was a wonderful way to shine
a light on some local musicians. It was a pleasure to work with Claire
Bouvier on this. Kingston is full of creatives and these days, in an
online/social media driven environment, it’s important as a creative
to have audio and video content. To stand out from the crowd and
create audio and videos in a professional way can be costly so one of
the focuses of the competition was to provide the space, equipment,
and professional A/V techs to help these artists show case their
amazing talent. I was involved in the creation and design of the
competition with Claire Bouvier, Tricia Baldwin, and Katy Littlejohn,
and did the audio recording, mixing, and mastering of each of
our six winners.
Regarding my work with the Boys and Girls Club, a little over five
years ago I reached out to many of my Kingston musician friends
(18 groups, 50 musicians) and produced a charitable compilation
album of Christmas songs. We sold the album and raised over $20,000
for the local Boys & Girls Club music programming. I’m currently in
production of a new compilation album project with proceeds going
to the RKY Camp Campership Fund. I attended and worked at RKY for
8 years and the experiences there are some of my fondest memories.
The fund assists families who need financial support in getting their
kids this amazing camp experience. The album will be a ‘summer
mix tape’ album that will feature Kingston acts performing covers of
summer-themed songs. I’m really excited to have the support of the
Isabel and to be having the album release concert here on April 25th
with all the net concert proceeds going to the fund.
WHAT WOULD BE YOUR ADVICE TO YOUNG ARTISTS STARTING
THEIR MUSICAL CAREERS?
Do what you love, love what you do. Invite others into your creative
world. Be patient, flexible, and work hard. Most importantly,
be passionate.
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SOLOIST SERIES

SERIES

PROGRAM

LUDWIG VAN BEETHOVEN
(1770-1827)

Twelve Variations on “See the Conqu’ring Hero Comes” from
Handel’s Judas Maccabaeus, WoO 45

MAURICE RAVEL
(1875-1937)

Kaddish from Two Hebraic Songs (arr. M. Hai movitz)

NADIA BOULANGER
(1887-1979)

Three Pieces for Cello and Piano

DARIUS MILHAUD
(1892-1974)

Elegy for Cello and Piano, Op. 251

CLAUDE DEBUSSY
(1862-1918)

Sonata for Cello and Piano

THE INVENTIVE CELLO

MATT HAIMOVITZ, CELLO
MEAGAN MILATZ, PIANO
Sunday, May 10, 2020 at 2:30 PM
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Modéré
Sans vitesse et à l’aise
Vite et nerveusement rythmé

Prologue: Lent. Sostenuto e molto risoluto
Sérénade: Modérément animé
Finale: Animé. Léger et nerveux

—INTERMISSION—

BEETHOVEN

Twelve Variations on “Ein Mädchen oder Weibchen”
from Mozart’s The Magic Flute, Op. 66

FRANCIS POULENC
(1899-1963)

Sonata for Cello and Piano, FP 143
Allegro: Tempo di Marcia
Cavatine
Ballabile
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ABOUT THIS AFTERNOON’S CONCERT

MATT HAIMOVITZ, Cello

MEAGAN MILATZ, Piano

Musicians nourished on a Suzuki diet will recognize the tune from
Handel’s oratorio Judas Maccabaeus in one of the two sets of cello
variations Beethoven composed during a visit to Berlin in 1796.
Beethoven exaggerates the martial element of Handel’s pompous
march. But in the concluding variations he also reveals its lyrical and
playful facets. Papageno’s comic aria accompanied by glockenspiel
serves as departure point for The Magic Flute variations. A parade of
nine jocular variations keep us smiling. But in the tenth and eleventh
the curtain is drawn: two dirge-like variations, in minor, a reminder that
clownishness masks melancholy. The last, amusing and buoyant, assures
us that Papageno will be all right.

Renowned as a musical pioneer, cellist Matt Haimovitz is praised by
The New York Times as a “ferociously talented cellist who brings his
megawatt sound and uncommon expressive gifts to a vast variety of
styles.” Alongside his busy touring schedule, Matt Haimovitz teaches at
the Schulich School of Music of McGill University and is the first John
Cage Fellow at The New School’s Mannes School of Music.

A seasoned performer, Meagan Milatz has appeared as soloist with
several Canadian orchestras including the Sherbrooke Symphony
Orchestra, the McGill Symphony Orchestra, and most recently the
Edmonton Symphony Orchestra. Top prizewinner at the 2014 Shean
Piano Competition and the 2011 CFMTA National Piano Competition,
her performance endeavours have brought her to international
stages, including Hilton Head Island, South Carolina, Bruges, Belgium,
Gijón, Spain, and Gdańsk, Poland. Equally passionate as a collaborative
pianist, Meagan Milatz is currently based in Montreal where she
collaborates frequently with Andrew Wan, concertmaster of the OSM.
She received her Master’s degree from McGill University where she
studied modern piano with Ilya Poletaev and fortepiano with Tom
Beghin. In 2017, Meagan was a participant in the famed Kneisel Hall
Young Artist Program and studied collaborative piano with Philip Chiu.
She is a 2017 Sylva Gelber Music Foundation Award recipient.

Kaddish, from Two Hebraic Songs (1914), is based on a traditional
liturgical chant offering praises to God, often sung in mourning.
Ravel’s setting—solemn, sensitive and moving—profits from a sparse
accompaniment and sounds equally well in instrumental transcription.
Boulanger, an immensely influential composition pedagogue during
the first half of the twentieth century, counted the likes of Stravinsky
and Piazzolla among her colleagues and students. The attractive,
melodic, neo-classical and unpretentious Three Pieces (1914) model the
impeccable craft she demanded of her students. By the early 1920s she
stopped composing, recognizing in her sister Lili a greater talent.
Milhaud, whose catalogue comprises 400 works in every conceivable
genre, contentedly churned out facile tunes for any occasion. The
sweetly melancholic Elegy (1945), originally for viola and piano, reveals a
more serious side.
Debussy protested the corruption of the “purity” of French music caused
by the infiltration of Germanic musical models. For him, French music
epitomized “clearness” and “elegance”, which he found in abundance in
the French masters of the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. World
War I only stoked his nationalist tendencies. During the summer of 1915,
working in relative tranquility at a villa near Dieppe, he composed his
concise Cello Sonata. In lieu of a weighty Germanic sonata-form first
movement sits a modest Prologue whose supple rhythms and crystalline
texture evoke spontaneous lyricism. The Sérénade, with its off-kilter
cello pizzicato, is unsettling yet comical, like a clown who has not quite
mastered his routine. The quasi-rondo-like Finale proceeds without
break, its jubilant refrain frequently interrupted by slower-moving
episodes.
Poulenc began sketching his Cello Sonata “during the darkest days of
the summer of 1940”, freshly demobilized after six weeks in the army
at Bordeaux. Now, at Brive-la-Gaillarde, his friend Marthe Bosredon lent
him her piano. To her, and the great cellist, Pierre Fournier, who gave
the premiere in 1949, a year after its completion, he jointly dedicated
the sonata. What the frequently amusing first movement, designated “in
march tempo”, says about Poulenc’s experience in the army is anyone’s
guess. The breathtakingly supple Cavatine is a melodic marvel. Poulenc’s
frivolous dance-hall style surfaces in the Ballabile (danceable), a skittish
scherzo. Even more scherzando is the Finale’s skittering presto in triplets.
But the last movement’s true wonder lies in the striking Brittenesque
maestoso chords that bookend it.

The 2019/2020 season sees Matt Haimovitz on extensive tours across
the US with pianists Simone Dinnerstein, cross-genre collaborations
with Vijay Iyer, as well as performing cello concerti from Texas to the
Czech Republic. Matt will also be heard on tour in Europe and the US
with composer/pianist Philip Glass including a concert at the recentlyopened Philharmonie de Paris. Also upcoming is the world premiere
of Jacqueline—based on the life of iconic cellist Jacqueline du Pré—
for Tapestry Opera.
Born in Israel, Matt Haimovitz made his debut at the age of 13 as
soloist with Zubin Mehta and the Israel Philharmonic and made his
first recording with the Chicago Symphony Orchestra for Deutsche
Grammophon at age 17. He has gone on to perform on the world’s
most esteemed stages, with such orchestras and conductors as
the Berlin Philharmonic, the New York Philharmonic with Zubin
Mehta, the English Chamber Orchestra with Daniel Barenboim, the
Boston Symphony Orchestra with Leonard Slatkin, and the Orchestre
Symphonique de Montréal with Kent Nagano. The solo cello recital
is a Haimovitz trademark, both inside and outside the concert hall.
In 2000, he made waves with his Bach “Listening-Room” tour.
Matt Haimovitz’s 50-state Anthem tour in 2003 celebrated living
American composers and featured the cellist’s own arrangement
of Jimi Hendrix’s Star-Spangled Banner.
Matt Haimovitz’s recording career encompasses more than 20 years
of award-winning work on Deutsche Grammophon and his and
composer/producer Luna Pearl Woolf’s own independent label
Oxingale Records, now in collaboration with PENTATONE, several of
which have received GRAMMY® and Juno Award nominations. Recent
recordings include Isang Yun: Sunrise Falling, Troika - an all-Russian
program from Rachmaninoff to Pussy Riot, and two performance
compilations from the Tippet Rise Arts Center in Montana. This season
will also see the release of a PENTATONE album of French music with
pianist Mari Kodama. Haimovitz’ recordings for the Orange Mountain
Music label, Philip Glass’s Partita No. 2 for Solo Cello and Cello
Concerto No. 2, “Naqoyqatsi,” with the Cincinnati Symphony are widely
acclaimed.
In 2006, Matt received the Concert Music Award from ASCAP, and in
2004, the American Music Center awarded him the Trailblazer Award.
He has also been honoured with the Avery Fisher Career Grant (1986),
the Grand Prix du Disque (1991), the Diapason d’Or (1991), and the
prestigious Premio Internazionale “Accademia Musicale Chigiana”
(1999). He studied at The Juilliard School with Leonard Rose, after
which he studied with Ronald Leonard and Yo-Yo Ma. In 1996, he
received a B.A. Magna Cum Laude from Harvard University. Matt
Haimovitz plays a Venetian cello made in 1710 by Matteo Gofriller.

Copyright © 2018-19 Robert Rival
Robert Rival is a composer, music writer & teacher. robertrival.com
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Design Architects:
SNØHETTA
Architects of Record:
N45 ARCHITECTURE INC.
Acoustic and Audiovisual Consultants:
ARUP
Theatre Design Consultants:
THEATRE PROJECTS CONSULTANTS
Description:
567-seat Performance Hall
Rehearsal Hall
100-seat Studio Theatre
92-seat Film Screening Room
Art & Media Lab
Lobby
Recording Studios
Film and Editing rooms
Classrooms
Faculty offices
Size: 90,000 square feet
Total Project Cost: $72M
Completion Date: September 2014

There is more than one story at the heart of the Isabel
Bader Centre for the Performing Arts. There is a story
about love, certainly. It is about two remarkable people
and their love for each other, for the arts, and for an
institution perched on the shores of Lake Ontario. It
is about striving for the extraordinary and knowing
that what you do today will be remembered for
generations. Both Isabel and Alfred were on hand
October 1, 2009, the day ceremonial shovels went into
the ground on the Kingston waterfront and the dream
formally moved towards palpable reality.

A DREAM
COME TRUE
THANK YOU TO THE MANY
GENEROUS DONORS
WHO MADE THIS
DREAM COME TRUE
THE CONSTRUCTION OF THE
ISABEL WAS SUPPORTED BY:
ALFRED AND ISABEL BADER
CANADA’S ECONOMIC ACTION PLAN
PROVINCE OF ONTARIO
CITY OF KINGSTON
ESTATE OF JOHN DALY
ESTATE OF ALBERT RUDDELL
ALEXANDER MURRAY JEFFERY
POWER CORPORATION OF CANADA
BRIT AND SALLY SMITH
THE BLUMA APPEL COMMUNITY TRUST
WAYNE SIMMONS
JOHN (JACK) AND BETTY MCGIBBON
MOIRA ANNE (COURTNEY) HUDGIN
DOUGLAS AND CAROLINE SOMERS
ABBY BENJAMIN
MICHAEL AND MARGARET SHEPPARD
JOHN AND PHYLLIS RAE
STEVEN AND SHELLEY MCGIRR
ANONYMOUS
JOHN MUIR PARTRIDGE FAMILY
NEIL JACOBY AND KAREN BROWN
DAVID AND SHELAGH (COURTNEY) WILLIAMS
DANIEL WOOLF AND JULIE GORDON-WOOLF
THE DAVIES CHARITABLE FOUNDATION
WILLIAM AND MEREDITH SAUNDERSON
THE MCLEAN FOUNDATION
BURGUNDY ASSET MANAGEMENT LTD.
CRUICKSHANK CONSTRUCTION
GEORGE AND MARY TURNBULL
FAMILY FOUNDATION
DESMOND LEE
CLASS OF ARTS 1963
CLASS OF ARTS 1964
BOB AND ELAINE SILVERMAN
WENDY CREWSON
CAROLE CHABOT
CLAIRE AND BILL LEGGETT

THE STORY
OF THE ISABEL
BADER CENTRE

A TRIBUTE TO
ALFRED AND ISABEL BADER

Three years earlier, the late Principal Karen Hitchcock
had begun negotiating with city officials for Queen’s
to purchase the land and two historic buildings—
the Stella Buck building and a former stable building—
as the site for the anticipated performing arts centre.
The site also included the J.K. Tett Centre, which,
together with other buildings, originally formed part
of the Morton Brewery and Distillery complex, reputed
to be the largest of its kind in North America in the
mid-19th century. That’s when Queen’s University’s
most generous benefactors, the late Alfred Bader
and his wife Isabel Bader, stepped forward to make
history by providing a lead gift that would finally
get the project—by now a vision for a dynamic
multidisciplinary arts centre—off the ground. In many
ways, it was a perfect fit. The couple had already given
back to Queen’s in countless ways: transforming the
campus, supporting scholarships and faculty positions,
and otherwise enriching the student experience. The
Baders’ enthusiasm for the arts, too, was already well
established, with their passion for and knowledge of
Dutch and Flemish Baroque art particularly admired.
In helping to bring the Isabel to life, Alfred and Isabel
Bader tapped into that creativity. Their support has
helped turn a dream into a reality. This project, named
for Isabel in recognition of a lifetime of love, enabled
architects and engineers to bring a project of the
imagination to fruition. It is allowing faculty members
to envision new arts programming. And it will provide
Queen’s students with opportunities that haven’t yet
been conceived.
Dr. Alfred Bader died on December 23, 2018 at the age
of 94. The generosity of Alfred and Isabel transformed
Queen’s University in countless ways. As former Principal
Daniel Woolf noted, his legacy at Queen’s “will live
on in future generations who will be enriched by his
profound love for this university.” At the Isabel, we will
remember Dr. Bader, his visionary generosity, and his
imaginative example as a caring citizen of the world.

AND MANY GENEROUS DONORS WHO MADE
THIS DREAM COME TRUE. THANK YOU!
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THANK YOU TO OUR SEAT NAMING DONORS

NAME A SEAT
AT THE ISABEL

The Isabel Bader Centre for the Performing Arts is the
realization of a long-time dream—a world-class concert
hall for Kingston where outstanding local, national, and
international talent all come to perform, and where
emerging and established artists are celebrated. Many thanks
go to the following donors who named a seat at the Isabel,
and became a permanent part of this exquisite concert hall.

THINKING ABOUT NAMING A SEAT AT
THE ISABEL? THINKING ABOUT NAMING
A SEAT AFTER SOMEONE YOU LOVE?
Naming a seat at the Isabel is a wonderful opportunity
to acknowledge your own support of the arts or
to honour a loved one, a friend, a colleague, or an
extraordinary community volunteer. Your support will
ensure that this vision is alive for a long time to come.
In recognition of your $3,000 donation, a tax receipt
will be provided. Donations can be pledged over
a three-year period. To name a seat or for further
information, please visit queensu.ca/theisabel/giving
or call 613.533.2424 Mon-Fri, 12:30 - 4:30 PM.
THANK YOU!

The Davies Charitable Foundation
Power Corporation of Canada
Shirley Abramsky
Gilles & Bernadette Allard
Jennifer Anderson
Josette Arassus
Diane C Arthur
Isabel and Alfred Bader
David Bakhurst &
Christine Sypnowich
Tricia Baldwin
John F. Bankes & Pamela Gibson
Marilyn Bennett
Barbara Bolton
Reginald Bronskill & Helen Findlay
Robert Burge
David & Megan Campbell
James Campbell
Anne Carter
Boris Castel
Helen Chalifoux
Cynthia Cheng Mintz
Robert & Jane Clapp
Annabel Cohen
Susan Cole
Jim & Beverley Coles
Michael Coulson &
Adrienne Down Coulson
Venetia Crawford
Romulo Severino & Tracy Cupido
Michael & Elaine Davies
Matthew & Rachel Deir
Henry & June Dinsdale
Robert Dorrance & Gail
Drummond
Pierre & Julia du Prey
Ernst & Young LLP
Estate of Bluma Appel
Estate of Gerald Bertram Doiron
Estate of Alexander Murray Jeffery
Robert Hotrum & Maureen 		
Farr-Eagan
Albert Fell & Christa Fell
Robert A. Little & Gillian
Fowler Little
Elizabeth Gibson
David Grace
Robert Polese & Sharon Groom
Gordon & Wendy Hall
Thomas & Barbara Harris
John & Carol Heeney
Margaret Hickling
Tony Hooper
Moira Anne Hudgin
Peter & Susan Iaboni
Ken & Margaret Irvine
Neil Jacoby & Karen Brown
Donna Janiec
Philip Kelly & Debra Greer
Paul & Carole Kinnear
Jonathan Kong
Edith LaFrance
William C. & Claire Leggett
Margaret Light
Leslie Lynch
Alistair MacLean & Gail
MacAllister

Edward & Margaret Mayhew
Francis & Ruth-Anne McAuley
Beth McCarthy & Philip Burge
R. Bruce McFarlane &
Janice C Heard
Steven & Shelley McGirr
Karl & Celia Meade
Scott Megginson & Laura Haggart
Judith Miles
Patricia Minnes
William Morley
Caroline Nichol
H. Michael & Donna O’Connor
Barbara Palk & John Warwick
Anne Paris
James Paris
Jessica Paris
John M. Partridge
Jean Pataran
Ross & Karen Pearman
Begoña Pereira
Ronald & Marjorie Pinkerton
Ian Porter
Mary Porter
Helene Pratt
Queen’s Players Toronto
John & Phyllis Rae
Prem Rawal
Regina May Rosen
Stanley & Gillian Sadinsky
Kathleen Satchell
Barbara Scholz
Gregory Scott & Brenda
Barker Scott
Gavin & Gloria Shanks
Peggy Shanks & Mark Collis
Michael & Margaret Sheppard
Robert & Elaine Silverman
Wayne Simmons
William & Carol Sirman
Brit & Sally Smith
Michael Smith
Reverend Mary Smith
Ross Smith
Douglas & Caroline Somers
Harald Stillich
Mary Stillich
Stafford Tavares
Peter D Taylor
Harold & Anne Taylor
James & Diane Thomson
Daniel Tisch
Ron Spronk & Karma Tomm
Jeffrey Tompkins
Jona Tompkins
Paul Treitz & Barbara Bridgehouse
Robert Vogel
Robert Walker
Henk & Ineke Wevers
Marc Wheeler
Melvin Wiebe & Lola Cuddy
Thomas Williams & Maureen Ball
David & Shelagh Williams
Judith Helena Wolfe-Labbé 		
& Marcel Labbé
Daniel Woolf & Julie
Gordon-Woolf

Recognition is given for donations received by October 31, 2019. Please contact Anna Samulak
at 613.533.6000 x78280, anna.samulak@queensu.ca, with any corrections or omissions.
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OUR ANNUAL DONORS

ANNUAL
GIFTS

TAFELMUSIK BAROQUE ORCHESTRA’S HOUSE OF DREAMS

Our annual donor listing recognizes the generosity of donors
who have provided annual gifts over the past year. We are
very grateful for the support of many people and their sincere
belief in and love of music.

THINKING ABOUT MAKING A
DONATION TO THE ISABEL?
When you support the Isabel, you enable us to attract
the best artists in the world to engage and inspire
audiences of all ages from Queen’s students to members
of the wider Kingston community and beyond.
Your gift is welcome and appreciated.
To make a gift today, go to
givetoqueens.ca/concertseriesfund
or send your cheque made out to
Queen’s University, attention Anna Samulak
at the Isabel Bader Centre for the Performing Arts
Queen’s University, 390 King Street West,
Kingston, ON K7L 3N6.

Arlene Aish
Josette Arassus
Anthony & Lynne Ashworth
Bader Philanthropies Inc.
Tricia Baldwin
David Bakhurst & Christine Sypnowich
Marilyn Bennett
Donald Braden
John Chadwick
Mai Chen
Beverley Coles
Roy Conacher
Michael & Elaine Davies
Caroline & Simon Davis
Gus & Anna Dierick
Henry & June Dinsdale
Estate of Regina May Rosen
Elizabeth Evans
Albert & Christa Fell
Mark Frederick & Wendy Pentland
Elizabeth Gibson
Thomas Herzinger
Marian Holobow
Waveney Hope Simpson
Kathryn Innes
Doris Jabs
Neil Jacoby & Karen Brown
Edward Jezak
Brian Kain
Gary Kembel
Margueritta Kluensch

Judy Lawless
Rebecca Luce-Kapler
Raymond & Melba Matthews
Dawn Morin
Gordon Muir
Liz Munt
Kim R. Nossal
Morris & Grace Orzech
Charles Pentland & Julia Laidlaw
Martin & Patrice Petkovich
Ronald & Marjorie Pinkerton
Beverly Pulver
Victor Rabinovitch
Harold I. Redekopp
Donald G. Robinson
Thomas & Laverne S. Russell
Anna Samulak
Gavin & Gloria Shanks
Robert & Elaine Silverman
Charles Simonds
Leigh Smith
Stafford Tavares
The Ballytobin Foundation
The Joseph S. Stauffer Foundation
David & Maja-Lisa Thomson
Joan Tobin
Ron Spronk & Karma Tomm
Michael & Katherine Wheeler
Melvin Wiebe & Lola Cuddy
David & Shelagh Williams
James & Jean Wilson

Recognition is given for donations received between November 1, 2018 through
October 31, 2019. Donations received after this time will be recognized in the next
program. We apologize for any omissions at the point of house program printing.
Please contact Anna Samulak at 613.533.6000 x78280, anna.samulak@queensu.ca,
with any corrections or omissions.

THANK YOU TO OUR SUPPORTERS
WE GRATEFULLY APPRECIATE THE GENEROSITY OF
OUR SUPPORTERS AND CHAMPIONS WHO HAVE
MADE THIS SEASON EXTRAORDINARY.
SEASON BENEFACTOR

Estate of Alexander Murray Jeffery
BADER AND OVERTON VIRTUOSI FESTIVAL
and CELLO COMPETITION BENEFACTORS

Isabel & Alfred Bader Fund, a Bader Philanthropy
Thank you to Joan Tobin and Ballytobin Foundation
for the donation of the Hamburg Steinway Piano.

What will your
legacy look like?

ENSEMBLE SERIES UNDERWRITER

The late Regina Rosen
CONCERT UNDERWRITER

Shelagh and David Williams Music Programming Fund
THE YGK EMERGING MUSICIAN COMPETITION IS SUPPORTED BY

Venture Club
Kingston Economic Development Corporation
and the Ballytobin Foundation
WE ARE GRATEFUL FOR THE SUPPORT OF THE BALLYTOBIN FOUNDATION,
WHICH SUPPORTS MANY COMMUNITY ARTISTS AND GROUPS USING
THE ISABEL AND ITS INVESTMENT IN CREATIVITY AT THE ISABEL.

Thank you to Moira Hudgin for her donation of an Yves Beaupré
Harpsichord in the 2019/20 Baroque + Beyond series performances.
Thank you to the George Taylor Richardson Memorial Fund
for its support of the 2020 Isabel Human Rights Arts Festival
and Qaggiavuut presents Arctic Song performance.
HOTEL SPONSOR

MEDIA SPONSOR

BROADCAST PARTNER

planning
makes a

difference
People just like you have chosen to make the Isabel part
of their estate plans, assuring that we can continue to host
outstanding, internationally recognized performances
right here in Kingston. Our community is enriched by the
generosity of people who wish to leave behind a powerful
legacy for generations to come.
If you are considering remembering the Isabel in
your estate plans, please let us help. Simply call
Anna Samulakat 613.533.6000 x78280, or email
gift.planning@queensu.ca to have a conversation
about your estate plan gift.
We are sincerely grateful for the generosity of people
just like you, who believe in and love music as much
as we do. Thank you.

SHOW YOUR TICKET TO ANY MYISABEL 2019/20 SEASON
PERFORMANCE AT AQUATERRA WATERFRONT DINING ON THE
SAME DAY AS THE SHOW AND RECEIVE 15% OFF YOUR BILL!
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LEGACY
GIVING

Anna Samulak
Senior Development Officer, Arts
The Isabel Bader Centre for
the Performing Arts
390 King Street West,
Kingston, ON K7L 3N6
613.533.6000 x78280
anna.samulak@queensu.ca
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VISIT OUR COMPETITION PAGE AT GETACCEPTD.COM/THE ISABEL

MAY 6–9, 2020

@ THE ISABEL BADER CENTRE
FOR THE PERFORMING ARTS
Queen’s University | Kingston, Ontario, Canada

THE PRIZES: $20,000 / $6,000 / $4,000 / $1,000 CAD
FIRST PRIZE: The Marion Overton Dick Memorial Cello Prize
for $20,000 CAD, a future engagement to perform with the
Kingston Symphony, and a future engagement to perform
a recital at the Isabel Bader Centre for the Performing Arts
that will be recorded by CBC Music for national broadcast.
SECOND PRIZE: The Clifford Overton Prize for $6,000 CAD
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Isabel Bader with the finalists of the 2017 Isabel Overton Bader Canadian Violin Competition

WHO WILL BE COMPETING?

Cellists who are Canadian citizens and permanent
residents of Canada and between the ages of
eighteen (18) to twenty-nine (29) as of January 1, 2020,
and who aspire to a professional concert career.

COMPETITION KEY DATES:

THIRD PRIZE: The Margaret Foster and Heather Dick Prize
for $4,000 CAD

Semi-Finalist Round in Kingston (8 cellists):
May 6 and 7, 2020

BADER FAMILY AUDIENCE PRIZE for $1,000 CAD

Finalist Round in Kingston (3 cellists):
May 9, 2020

COMPETITION
KINGSTON
SYMPHONY AT

COMPETITION BENEFACTOR

COMPETITION PARTNERS

ISABEL & ALFRED BADER FUND,
A BADER PHILANTHROPY

ISABEL QUARTET

MARGARET FOSTER

MARJAN MOZETICH,
COMPOSER

WAYNE OVERTON

BROADCAST
PARTNER

2 017

MAHLER’S SYMPHONY NO. 2
February 4
7:30 p.m.

The Kingston Symphony and
Queen’s University Choral Ensemble

